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Getting Started with Spirion for Mac
Welcome to Spirion's Help content. This help includes information for Spirion and may reference features or
functions not available to you. Spirion assists you in preventing identity theft by finding personally iden-
tifiable information and providing you with the ability to easily and quickly protect it before it is stolen. You
can search many areas of your computer for private information and take action to protect it.

In This Chapter

Spirion for Mac Help Overview

Your Spirion Profile

Getting Started

Spirion for Mac Help Overview

Welcome to Spirion's Help content. This help includes information for Spirion Mac Edition.

Spirion assists you in preventing identity theft by finding personally identifiable information and providing
you with the ability to easily and quickly protect it before it is stolen. You can search many areas of your
computer for private information and take action to protect it. The following topics will assist you in getting
started and using Spirion:

l Before you begin
l Technical Requirements
l Installation Instructions

l Using Spirion
l Getting Started
l Data Types
l Preferences and Options
l Anatomy of the Results View

l Where to search
l What are File Locations?
l What are Files Types?

Have questions, comments, or concerns? You can always reach us by submitting feedback to the Spirion
team.

Your Spirion Profile

The Spirion Profile saves all your settings and securely saves any information you enter into the Ignore
List. Since some of this information is confidential, the Profile requires a password to sign into it securely.
Another very useful feature of the Profile is that once you sign in, your password can be used for other
actions without you having to type it over and over. For example you can use that same Profile Password for
saving results and securing files. All your personal information used within Spirion is securely stored in a
single file known as your Profile and it is encrypted and password protected. Personal Information used
within Spirion includes the following:

l Ignore List
l Custom Folder List

Each time you start Spirion you will be asked to sign into your Profile. You can hit Cancel and use the
Guest Profile, if you prefer.
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You can always Customize Your Spirion Profile and change your password or delete your profile, if needed.

Creating a Profile

The first time you use Spirion you will see a dialog box to create a New Spirion Profile. This Profile is
unique to the user logged into Mac. A single Mac user may not have multiple profiles. After you create your
Profile, you will always be prompted to sign into it to load your settings and any sensitive information that
you have chosen to save.

Guest Profile

If you would like to run Spirion with its default settings or with a set of modified settings that will be deleted
on exit, you can hit Cancel when prompted to sign into your profile. Any settings you modify will be deleted
when you exit so every time you open Spirion with the Guest Profile you will always have default settings.
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Getting Started

In This Chapter

Minimum Technical Requirements

Installation Instructions

Activation

Getting Started

How to Uninstall

Minimum Technical Requirements

The client requires Mac OS X version 10.9 or higher on an Intel based hardware platform.

Installation Instructions

For enterprise customers, installation must use a custom package as detailed in the Knowledge Base article,
"Creating a Custom Installer for Mac."

For home users, to install Spirion, open the dmg file downloaded from http://www.Spirion.com. If you
obtained your software from another source, delete it and download a new copy as your version may be out-
dated or fraudulent. Drag the Spirion icon into the Applications folder. Once this has completed, you can
run the application at any time by launching the application from your Applications folder.
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Activation

Activation is a simple process that either requires Internet access or for you to contact us via E-Mail.

NOTE: YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION IS NEVER SENT OVER THE INTERNET UNLESS YOU CHOOSE TO
EXPLICITLY PROVIDE IT DURING REGISTRATION.

Overview

The first time you run Spirion after successfully competing the installation, you will see the Activation Wiz-
ard:
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If you have already purchased an activation number, click Enter Activation Number and you will see the
below. If you would like to purchase an activation number, open your web browser and navigate to
http://www.spirion.com. If you are an Enterprise customer using an enterprise license key, click Install
License Key File, and then use the file selection dialog to locate the license key on disk.
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Activating automatically over the Internet

To activate Spirion over the Internet, copy your Activation Number from your e-mail receipt into the white
field. You can paste into the text box by right clicking in the box and selecting Paste.

After your number is entered, click Next. At this time, Spirion will connect to our secure server to send
your activation number to ensure that it is correct, has not expired, and has not already been used by
someone else. None of your personal information is sent to us. After your number has been validated, you
will be taken to the registration screen where you may choose to send some of your information to be kept
up to date or you may choose to Skip this process:
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Once registration is complete (or skipped), your activation is complete and you will be presented with the
confirmation screen, as shown here:

You should now click OK and you may begin using all the features of Spirion. If Spirion encounters errors
during the activation process, please refer to the troubleshooting section below.
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Activating manually via E-Mail

If you cannot connect to the Internet to activate, you will see the following screen, allowing you to activate
via e-mail. If you would not like to activate via e-mail or do not have e-mail access at this time, you may
exit the Activation Wizard and try again at a later time when you have a connection to the Internet.

To activate via e-mail, you must send an e-mail to activation@spirion.com with your Activation Number
and you Authentication Code. If you click the "Click Here to Compose an E-Mail with your Per-
sonal Activation Number and Authentication Code" link, your default e-mail application will open and
you will only need to click Send. If your default e-mail is not configured or you use web-based e-mail such
as Gmail, Yahoo Mail, Hotmail or AOL mail, you should compose a new e-mail, copy and paste your Activ-
ation Number and Authentication Code into that e-mail and send it to activation@spirion.com. This code con-
tains no personal information and is simply a unique number specific to your computer.

After you receive a response via e-mail from Spirion with your personal, unique Response Number, copy
that response number into the white field. You can paste into the text box by right clicking in the box and
selecting Paste. After your number is entered, click Next and you will see the Registration, Customer Exper-
ience, and Confirmation pages as shown above.

Troubleshooting

If Spirion encounters errors during the activation process, you may see one of the following messages.

Message: Invalid Activation Number - The Activation number you have entered does not appear to be valid.
Please re-check and enter your number again exactly as it appears, including any dashes or spaces without
adding any additional characters.

Reason: Your activation number was not entered properly.
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Solution: Your activation number was not entered exactly as it appeared in your receipt. Please return to
your original receipt and use Mac OS to copy and paste the number directly into Spirion by right clicking in
the text field and selecting Paste. If you are unable to use Mac OS to copy and paste, make sure all of the
spaces, digits, letters and dashes are entered exactly as they appear in your receipt.

-

Message: The activation number is invalid. Please check your number and try again. If the error persists,
please contact: sales@spirion.com

Reason: Your activation number appears to be valid, however it was rejected by the Spirion server. The
most likely cause of this error is an incorrect digit or letter in the number.

Solution: Please return to your original receipt and use Mac OS to copy and paste the number directly into
Spirion by right clicking in the text field and selecting Paste. If you are unable to use Mac OS to copy and
paste, make sure all of the spaces, digits, letters and dashes are entered exactly as they appear in your
receipt.

-

Message: The maximum number of allowed activations has been reached.

Reason: You have already activated the number of copies of Spirion that you have purchased.

Solution: After you activate Spirion once for each number of licenses you have purchased, your activation
number is disabled to prevent piracy. If you receive this error even though you have not yet used your full
allotment of licenses, it is possible that someone else has used your activation number. In this case, please
open a support ticket by visiting: http://support.spirion.com and describe the circumstances of the issue.
We may be able to reset your activation counter or may need to issue you a new activation number.

-

Message: The activation number is currently disabled.

Reason: The activation number you are using has been marked as lost or stolen and is no longer valid.

Solution: If you are the legal owner of this activation number, please open a support ticket by visiting:
http://support.spirion.com and describe the circumstances of the issue.

-

Message: The activation number has expired.

Reason: Spirion licenses are valid for a specified period time beginning at the time of purchase. If an
attempt is made to use the activation number after that period has elapsed, the request will be denied and
this error will be displayed.

Solution: Renew your subscription to Spirion.
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-

Message: The Activation server could not be contacted. Please make sure you are connected to the Inter-
net and that you do not have a firewall blocking Spirion.

Reason: Either your computer could not contact the Spirion server or the response to your activation
request was blocked.

Solution: Check that you are currently connected to the Internet by using your web browser to visit
http://www.spirion.com and another website of your choosing. If you cannot view both sites, you will not be
able to use online activation. If you can view both sites, exit the Spirion Activation Wizard, reboot, and try
again. If the problem persists, try to activate manually or contact technical support by visiting: http://sup-
port.spirion.com.

-

Message(s):

l The response number you have entered does not appear to be valid. Please re-check and enter your
number again, exactly as it appears, including any dashes or spaces without adding any additional
characters.

l The response number was not properly entered. Please check your response number and try again

Reason: The response number was not entered properly.

Solution: Your response number was not entered exactly as it appeared in the e-mail response from
Spirion. Please return to your original response e-mail and use Mac OS to copy and paste the number dir-
ectly into Spirion by right clicking in the text box and selecting Paste. If you are unable to use Mac OS to
copy and paste, make sure all of the spaces, digits, letters and dashes are entered exactly as they appear in
your response e-mail.

-

Message: An error was encountered while processing the response number. Please check your response
number and try again.

Reason: Response numbers are unique to every machine. You can not use a response number provided for
one machine on additional machines.

Solution: Send an e-mail from each machine for which you have purchased a license and would like to
activation Spirion including the Activation Number and the Authentication Code for that machine. When you
receive your response number, enter it in the space provided.

-

Message(s):

l There was an error processing the activation number (error: ###)
l An error was encountered during the activation process (error: ###)
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Reason: Spirion encountered an error other than those listed above while attempting to activate your soft-
ware.

Solution: Check that you are currently connected to the Internet by using your web browser to visit
http://www.spirion.com and another website of your choosing. If you cannot view both sites, you will not be
able to use online activation. If you can view both sites, exit the Spirion Activation Wizard, reboot, and try
again. If the problem persists, please contact technical support by visiting: http://support.Spirion.com and
provide the error number displayed in the dialog when opening a support ticket.

Getting Started

Spirion is easy to use. To get started go to Finder, choose Applications, then Spirion. Alternatively, you
may click on the Spirion application directly from the Dock.

Once open, you may choose the Start button on the toolbar to immediately start your search with the
default options (or previously saved options) or choose the Files button to choose which location you want
to search specifically.

Spirion will begin searching for all data types you have selected via the Data Types button on the toolbar. 
A Status Window will appear to show your current status:
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You may interact with results as they appear. A dialog box will inform you when the search has been com-
pleted. Click OK to see the search results.

How to Uninstall

To uninstall Spirion, drag the Spirion Application Bundle into the Trash. If you reinstall Spirion again
later, all previous custom Preferences and licensing/activation information will be intact.

Alternatively, you may right click on the application and selectMove to Trash.
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Search Assistant
In this article

l Introduction to the Search Assistant
l AnyFind Search Using Search Assistant
l Worldwide Search Using Search Assistant
l Choosing Search Locations Using Search Wizard

Introduction to the Search Assistant

The Search Assistant is an easy to use, quick way to begin using Spirion. The Search Assistant allows you
to quickly choose where on your computer that you want Spirion to search for files and which data types to
search for.

The Search Assistant allows you to set basic configuration information:

l AnyFind Search Using Search Assistant
l Worldwide Search Using Search Assistant
l Choosing Search Locations Using Search Wizard

If the Search Assistant does not open when you launch Spirion, you can enable it via its settings page.

AnyFind Searching Using Search Assistant

Automatic Searching Using AnyFind will allow you to search for Data Types without entering any inform-
ation. The Search Setup page allows you choose which Data Types you want to automatically find without
providing any specific personal information. You can enable searching for:

l Social Security Numbers*
l Credit Card Numbers*
l Passwords Entries*
l Bank Account Numbers
l Driver License Numbers
l Dates of Birth
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l E-Mail Addresses
l Phone Numbers
l Personal Addresses
l Passport Numbers
l Health Info

*Note: By default these types are enabled.

You also have the option of choosing whether you want to search for Worldwide personal information using
the Worldwide Searching feature. This is useful for automatically finding personal information typically
stored in additional countries. When you have completed your selections, click Search to proceed and begin
the search.

Worldwide Searching Using Search Assistant

Automatic Searching Using AnyFind Worldwide will allow you to search for additional Data Types
without entering any information. AnyFind Worldwide allows you choose which Data Types you want to
automatically find without providing any specific personal information. You can enable searching for:

l Australia Tax File Numbers
l Canada Social Insurance Numbers
l United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers
l United Kingdom National Health Service Numbers

Note: By default these types are disabled.
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When you have completed your selections, click Search to proceed and begin the search.

Choosing Search Locations Using Search Assistant

Locations will allow you to choose the file locations on your computer where Spirion will search for Data
Types.

Search the Following File Locations

You can choose where on your computer that you want Spirion to search for files:

l Documents: Searches the currently logged in users Documents folder.
l Computer: Searches your entire computer.
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l Custom: Searches the custom folder(s) of your choice. To select your own folder location(s), click the
Files button on the toolbar then select File Locations and choose Custom... from the sub-menu. The
Custom Folders List dialog box will appear.

When you have completed your selection, click Search to proceed and begin the search.
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How to Search for Sensitive Data
In This Chapter

Customizing Your Search

Searching with AnyFind

Searching with Custom Types and Regular Expressions

Customizing Your Search

You can customize what you want to search for by choosing options on the Data Types and Files toolbar
buttons or data Types and Locations menu items.

Data Types

This menu allows you to choose the Data Types you want to search for and how you want to search:

l Searching with AnyFind
l Searching with Custom Types and Regular Expressions

Locations

This menu allows you to choose where on computers you want to find personal information:

l Searching Files
l Searching File Locations
l Searching Compressed Files

Searching with AnyFind

AnyFind is Spirion's advanced, proprietary technology that automatically searches computers for various
Data Types. The algorithms within AnyFindmake it possible to find the following without requiring you to
enter any personal information:

l Social Security Numbers*
l Credit Card Numbers*
l Passwords Entries*
l Bank Account Numbers
l Driver License Numbers
l Dates of Birth
l Phone Numbers
l E-Mail Addresses
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l Personal Addresses
l Passport Numbers
l Health Info

*Note: By default, Spirion will be enabledAnyFind for these Data Types.

In addition, by enablingWorldwide searching you can automatically find:

l Australia Tax File Numbers
l Canada Social Insurance Numbers
l United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers
l United Kingdom National Health Service Numbers

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching by clicking the various Data Type menu items on the Data
Types button on the toolbar. When the submenu item is checked, it is enabled and Spirion will use AnyFind
searching for the Data Type specified.
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See Also: AnyFind Preferences Page.

Searching with Custom Types

In addition to the predefined data types, Spirion can search for Custom Types. These Custom Types are
information that you define using Keywords, Regular Expressions or Dictionaries. You can enable or disable
searching for Custom Types by clicking the Data Types button on the toolbar, then selecting one of the
three Custom Types: Keyword, RegEx, and Dictionary,then selectingManage Custom Types...

If you have not specified any Custom Types yet, the Custom Types dialog will popup and allow you to enter
them. After you click OK, searching for Custom Types will be enabled. When one of the custom types sub-
menu items on the Data Types button is checked, Spirion will search for Custom Types. You may search
for other Data Types simultaneously.
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Additional Information

For more information about Regular Expressions please refer to Regular Expressions. To view or modify
Custom Types settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then select the Custom Types but-
ton. Alternatively you may click the Data Types button on the toolbar and then selectManage Custom
Types.
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Searching for Data Types
In this article

l Data Types
l Social Security Numbers
l Credit Card Numbers
l Passwords
l Bank Account Numbers
l Driver Licenses
l Dates of Birth
l Phone Numbers
l E-Mail Addresses
l Personal Addresses
l Passport Numbers
l HealthInfo
l Custom Types
l Australia Tax File Numbers
l Canada Social Insurance Numbers
l United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers
l United Kingdom National Health Service Num-
bers

l Sensitive Data Definitions

Data Types

Data Types are ways you can store your identity digitally. For example, a password gives you access to a
website or your E-Mail; a credit card allows you to buy something; a social security number allows you to
sign up for a bank account; a bank account gives you access to your money; your birth date is how you
identify yourself on the phone to certain institutions. Spirion finds and protects information that can be used
to identify you so that it cannot be stolen by identity thieves who want to commit identity fraud.

Spirion helps you find all these Data Types and more:

l Social Security Numbers
l Credit Card Numbers
l Password Values
l Bank Account Numbers
l Driver Licenses
l Dates of Birth
l Phone Numbers
l E-Mail Addresses
l Personal Addresses
l Passport Numbers
l HealthInfo
l Custom Types
l Australia Tax File Numbers
l Canada Social Insurance Numbers
l United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers
l United Kingdom National Health Service Numbers
l Sensitive Data Definitions
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Social Security Numbers

Spirion will locate Social Security Numbers without requiring you to provide any personal information. It
uses the AnyFind proprietary technology to find valid Social Security Numbers. If you want to search for
only a specific Social Security Number, you can use a Custom Type. Social Security Numbers can be
used to open credit cards and bank accounts on your behalf, so searching for this Data Type is of critical
importance.
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By default, Spirion will always search for Social Security Numbers using AnyFind. However, you may cus-
tomize this behavior.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Social Security Numbers by clicking the Data Types but-
ton on the toolbar, then selecting Social Security . When the menu item is checked, it is enabled and
Spirion will use AnyFind searching.

Credit Card Numbers

Spirion will locate Credit Card Numbers without requiring you to provide any personal information. It
uses the AnyFind proprietary technology to find valid Credit Card Numbers, and then assigns an icon to the
identity match that represents the specific credit card issuer. If you want to search for only a specific Credit
Card Number, you can use a Custom Type. Credit Card Numbers can be used to make unauthorized pur-
chases on your behalf, so searching for this Data Type is of critical importance.
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By default, Spirion will always search for Credit Card Numbers using AnyFind. However, you may cus-
tomize this behavior.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Credit Card Numbers by clicking the Data Types button
on the toolbar, then selecting Credit Card .  When the menu item is checked, it is enabled and Spirion will
use AnyFind searching.

Passwords

Spirion will locate a Password Entry without requiring you to provide any personal information. It uses
the AnyFind proprietary technology to find series of characters that represent Password Entries. If you want
to search for only a specific Password Entry, you can use a Custom Type. Password Entries can be used to
authenticate you online, so searching for this Data Type is of critical importance.
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By default, Spirion will always search for Passwords using AnyFind. However, you may customize this
behavior.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Password Entries by clicking the Data Types button on the
toolbar, then selecting Password Entry. When the menu item is checked, it is enabled and Spirion will use
AnyFind searching.

Bank Account Numbers

Spirion will locate Bank Account Numbers without requiring you to provide any personal information. It
uses the AnyFind proprietary technology to find series of numbers that represent Bank Accounts. If you want
to search for only a specific Bank Account Number, you can use a Custom Type. Bank Account Numbers can
be used to gain access to your financial information and conduct transactions on your behalf, so searching
for this Data Type is of critical importance.
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By default, Spirion will not search for Bank Account Numbers using AnyFind. However, you may customize
this behavior.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Bank Account Numbers by clicking the Data Types button
on the toolbar then selecting Bank Account .  When the menu item is checked, it is enabled and Spirion will
use AnyFind searching.

Driver Licenses

Spirion will locate Driver Licenses without requiring you to provide any personal information. It uses the
AnyFind proprietary technology to find Driver Licenses in multiple formats. If you want to search for only a
specific Driver License Number, you can use a Custom Type. Driver Licenses are commonly used as a way
to identity who you are, so searching for this Data Type is of high importance.
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By default, Spirion will not search for Driver Licenses using AnyFind. However, you may customize this
behavior.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Driver Licenses by clicking the Data Types button on the
toolbar, then selecting Driver License . When the menu item is checked, it is enabled and Spirion will use
AnyFind searching.

Dates of Birth

Spirion will locate Dates of Birth without requiring you to provide any personal information. It uses the
AnyFind proprietary technology to find numeric Dates of Birth in multiple formats. If you want to search for
only a specific Date of Birth or want to find the written out version (i.e., January 1, 1970 as opposed to
01/01/1970), you can use a Custom Type. Dates of Birth are commonly used as a way to authenticate you
over the phone as companies typically ask you to confirm you are who you say by stating your Date of Birth,
so searching for this Data Type is of high importance.
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By default, Spirion will not search for Dates of Birth using AnyFind. However, you may customize this beha-
vior.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Dates of Birth by clicking the Data Types button on the
toolbar, then selecting Date of Birth. When the menu item is checked, it is enabled and Spirion will use
AnyFind searching.

Phone Numbers

Spirion will locate Phone Numbers without requiring you to provide any personal information. It uses the
AnyFind proprietary technology to find US and Canada based Phone Numbers in multiple formats. If you
want to search for only a specific Phone Number, you can use a Custom Type.
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By default, Spirion will not search for Phone Numbers using AnyFind. However, you may customize this
behavior.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Phone Numbers by clicking the Data Types button on the
toolbar, then selecting Phone Number. When the menu item is checked, it is enabled and Spirion will use
AnyFind searching.

E-Mail Addresses

Spirion will locate E-Mail Addresses without requiring you to provide any personal information. It uses the
AnyFind proprietary technology to find E-Mail Addresses in multiple formats. If you do not want to find any
occurrence of all E-Mail Addresses and choose to only find the various formats of a specific one, you can use
a Custom Type.
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By default, Spirion will not search for E-Mail Addresses using AnyFind. However, you may customize this
behavior.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for E-Mail Addresses by clicking the Data Types button on the
toolbar, then selecting E-Mail Address . When the menu item is checked, it is enabled and Spirion will use
AnyFind searching.

Personal Addresses

Spirion will locate Personal Addresses without requiring you to provide any personal information. It uses
the AnyFind proprietary technology to find Personal Addresses in multiple formats. If you want to search for
only a specific Personal Address, you can use a Custom Type. Personal Addresses are commonly used as a
way to authenticate you over the phone as companies typically ask you to confirm you are who you say by
stating your Personal Address, so searching for this Data Type is of high importance.
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By default, Spirion will not search for Personal Addresses using AnyFind. However, you may customize this
behavior.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Personal Addresses by clicking the Data Types button on
the toolbar, then selecting Personal Address. When the menu item is checked, it is enabled and Spirion
will use AnyFind searching.

Passport Numbers

Spirion will locate Passport Numbers. Passport Numbers are used as a way to identify who you are, so
searching for this Data Type is of high importance.
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Spirion will not search for Passport Numbers until you provide specific personal information.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Passport Numbers by clicking the Data Types button on
the toolbar, then selecting Passport Number. When the menu item is checked, it is enabled and Spirion
will use AnyFind searching.

Health Info

Spirion can search for Health Information using AnyFind without requiring you to provide any personal
information. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all Health Information and choose
to only find the various formats of a specific one, then you may configure your AnyFind Preferences.
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By default, Spirion will not search for Health Information using AnyFind. However, you may customize this
behavior.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Health Information by clicking the Data Types button on
the toolbar, then selecting HealthInfo. When the menu item is checked, it is enabled and Spirion will use
AnyFind searching.

Australia Tax File Numbers

Spirion will locate Australian Tax File Numbers without requiring you to provide any personal inform-
ation. It uses the AnyFind proprietary technology to find valid Australian Tax File Numbers. If you want to
search for only a specific Australian Tax File Number, you should can use a Custom Type. Tax File Num-
bers are used in Australia and can be used to open credit cards and bank accounts on your behalf, so search-
ing for this Data Type is of critical importance to prevent identity theft.
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By default, Spirion will always search for Australian Tax File Numbers using AnyFind. However, you may
customize this behavior.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Australian Tax File Numbers by clicking the Data Types
button on the toolbar, then clicking Tax File. When the menu item is checked, it is enabled and Spirion will
use AnyFind searching.

Canada Social Insurance Numbers

Spirion will locate Canada Social Insurance Numbers without requiring you to provide any personal
information. It uses the AnyFind proprietary technology to find valid Canada Social Insurance Numbers. If
you want to search for only a specific Canada Social Insurance Number, you can use a Custom Type.
Social Insurance Numbers are used in Canada and can be used to open credit cards and bank accounts on
your behalf, so searching for this Data Type is of critical importance to prevent identity theft.
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By default, Spirion will always search for Canada Social Insurance Numbers using AnyFind. However, you
may customize this behavior.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Canada Social Insurance Numbers by clicking the Data
Types button on the toolbar, then selecting Social Insurance . When the menu item is checked, it is
enabled and Spirion will use AnyFind searching.

United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers

Spirion will locate United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers without requiring you to provide any
personal information. It uses the AnyFind proprietary technology to find valid United Kingdom National
Insurance Numbers. If you want to search for only a specific United Kingdom National Insurance Num-
ber, you can use a Custom Type. National Insurance Numbers are used in the United Kingdom and can be
used to open credit cards and bank accounts on your behalf, so searching for this DataType is of critical
importance to prevent identity theft.
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By default, Spirion will always search for United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers using AnyFind.
However, you may customize this behavior.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers by clicking
the Data Types button on the toolbar, then selecting National Insurance. When the submenu item is
checked, it is enabled and Spirion will use AnyFind searching.

United Kingdom National Health Service Numbers

Spirion will locate United Kingdom National Health Service Numbers without requiring you to provide
any personal information. It uses the AnyFind proprietary technology to find valid United Kingdom National
Health Service Numbers. If you want to search for only a specific United Kingdom National Health Ser-
vice Number, you can use a Custom Type. National Health Service Numbers are used in the United King-
dom and can be used to open credit cards and bank accounts on your behalf, so searching for this Data Type
is of critical importance to prevent identity theft.
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By default, Spirion will always search for United Kingdom National Health Service Numbers using AnyFind.
However, you may customize this behavior.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for United Kingdom National Health Service Numbers by click-
ing the Data Types button on the toolbar, then selecting National Health Service. When the submenu
item is checked, it is enabled and Spirion will use AnyFind searching.

Sensitive Data Definitions

Spirion can search for sensitive data using criteria that you specify with a Sensitive Data Definition. Sens-
itive Data Definitions allows the combination of AnyFind and Sensitive Data Types to specify the results that
will be matched in a location. With a Sensitive Data Definition, you can locate only the data that matches a
specific set of custom criteria. Sensitive Data Definitions are configured on the console.

By default, the Sensitive Data Definitions ribbon button will be visible and selectable when a Sensitive Data
Definition has been applied to a policy and that policy has been applied to the endpoint. When enabled, the
search will use only Sensitive Data Definitions and any Custom Types or AnyFinds will be disabled. For
details please refer to Sensitive Data Types in the Console user Guide.
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Custom Types

Spirion provides the ability for you to enter your own Custom Type to search for anything else that is not
captured by another Data Type. For example a specific personal healthcare record, an account id, or a
keyword like "crime". Custom Types includes Keywords, RegEx and Dictionaries. You may search for other
Data Types simultaneously.
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Spirion will not search for Custom Types until you provide specific personal information and the information
you enter is case sensitive.

You can Add a Custom Type by clicking the Data Types button on the toolbar, then selectManage Custom
Types....... Alternatively, you can click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then select Custom Types
or select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select Custom Types.

Note: When entering a Custom Type, it must be entered as no more than 100 characters.

Keywords

Spirion can search for Keywords. You can enable or disable searching for Keywords by clicking the Data
Types button on the toolbar, then select Keyword. If you have not configured any keywords yet, the Cus-
tom Types dialog will display and allow you to enter Keywords. After you add keywords and click OK, search-
ing for Keywords will be enabled and the submenu item (on the Data Types button) for Keywords will be
checked. You may search other Data Types simultaneously.
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Note: Keywords are case sensitive.

Additional Information

To view or modify Custom Type settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then select the Cus-
tom Types button. Alternatively you may click the Data Types button on the toolbar and selectManage
Custom Types. For additional information on Custom Types please refer to Searching with Custom Types.
For additional information on Keywords please refer to Including Keywords and Phrases When Searching for
Custom Types.

Regular Expressions

Spirion can search for Regular Expressions. You can enable or disable searching for Regular Expressions
by clicking the Data Types button on the toolbar, then select Regex. If you have not configured any Regu-
lar Expressions yet, the Custom Types List will be displayed and allow you to enter the desired Regular
Expressions. After you add regular expressions and click OK, searching for Regular Expressions will be
enabled and the submenu item (on the Identities button) for RegEx will be checked. You may search other
Data Types simultaneously.
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Additional Information

To view or modify Custom Type settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then select the Cus-
tom Types button. Alternatively you may click the Data Types button on the toolbar and selectManage
Custom Types. For additional information on Custom Types please refer to Searching with Custom Types.
For additional information on Regex please refer to Including Regular Expressions When Searching for Cus-
tom Types.

Dictionaries

Spirion can search for words within Dictionaries. You can enable or disable searching for Dictionaries by
clicking the Data Types button on the toolbar, then select Dictionary. If you have not added any Dic-
tionaries yet, the Custom Types List will be displayed and allow you to enter the full path to one or more dic-
tionary files. After you add enter a path to a dictionary and click OK, searching for Dictionaries will be
enabled and the submenu item (on the Data Types button) for Dictionary will be checked. You may search
other Data Types simultaneously.
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Dictionaries are plain text files that use the following format:

[HEADER]

Name=

blank

[WORDS]

any words you want

Here is an example:

[HEADER]

Name=DescriptiveName

[WORDS]
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james

john

robert

michael

mary

william

david

Note: Dictionary words may only contain English alphabetic characters [A-Za-z], numbers [0-9], and peri-
ods [.]. A period anywhere except at the end of the word. Users of the DLP Enterprise Console can customize
the valid character set.

Note: The file encoding needs to be in UTF-8 or ASCII.

Additional Information

To view or modify Custom Type settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then select the Cus-
tom Types button. Alternatively you may click the Data Types button on the toolbar and select Dictionary.
For additional information on Custom Types please refer to Searching with Custom Types. For additional
information on Regex please refer to Including Dictionaries When Searching for Custom Types.
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Searching Locations
In This Chapter

Search Locations

File Locations

Location Options

Search Locations

In this article

Searching Files

Searching E-Mails

Searching Files for Personal Information

Spirion will search for all file types (including compressed files, if enabled) in the locations you specify. Files
include all files on your computer that can be read by Spirion. Spirion can search more than 200 of the most
common file types utilizing internal filters as well as Spotlight Plugins to obtain text from any file type sup-
ported by the system and then utilizes its proprietary AnyFind search engine to locate data matches.

You can enable searching of Files by clicking the Files button on the toolbar and selecting Enable File
Search. When the menu item is checked, it is enabled.

File types searchable by Spirion:

l Microsoft Excel
l Microsoft Powerpoint
l Microsoft Word
l Adobe Acrobat
l Compressed zip, z, tgz, tbz2, tar, rar, gz, bz2 and bz files
l Plain Text Files (extensive list available upon request)
l ANSI
l Unicode
l Batch Files
l Source Code Files
l Cookies
l Instant Messenger Logs
l Rich Text Format
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l Web Pages
l Any other file via Spotlight Plugins or text extraction

Additional Information

To view or modify File Types settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then the File Types
button. Alternatively, you can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select File Types.

Searching E-Mails for Personal Information

Spirion can search E-Mail messages and attachments for sensitive information. E-Mails include all E-Mail
messages on your computer and their attachment files that can be read by Spirion. Spirion can read the fol-
lowing E-Mail types:

l Apple Mail
l MBOX formatted mail files

You can enable searching of E-Mail Messages by clicking the E-Mails button on the toolbar and selecting
Enable E-Mail Search. When the menu item is checked, it is enabled. You can also specify if you wish to
search inside attachments.

Note that Spirion cannot search E-Mail that is not stored on your computer, that you use a web browser to
read.

Additional Information

To view or modify E-Mails settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then the E-Mails button.
Alternatively, you can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select E-Mails. For additional inform-
ation on E-Mails settings please refer to E-Mail Settings.

File Locations

In this article

Searching File Locations

Searching My Computer

Searching My Documents

Searching a Custom Folder List
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Choosing File Locations to Search for Personal Information

File Locations are enabled if you enable searching for Files. You may select whether you want to search
within your Computer (which includes all of your hard drives), your Documents folder, or Custom folders of
your choice. Once specified, Spirion will search for files and compressed files, if enabled, within that folder
and all of its subfolders. Your currently selected option will be checked.

Note: You cannot select multiple locations within the File Locations submenu. If you want to search multiple
disparate locations, simply use the Custom selection.

Computer Location

The Files button on the toolbar allows you to choose the folder location to be searched. To search your
entire computer, click the Files button on the toolbar, then select File Locations and choose Computer
Name from the sub-menu (this is the top selection on the sub-menu and will be the name of your com-
puter). When you choose Computer Name, Spirion will search all drives (removable and local) on your
computer.

If this option is selected, the Computer Name menu item on the File Locationssub-menu will be
checked.

Documents Location

The Files button on the toolbar allows you to choose the folder location to be searched. When you choose
Documents, Spirion will search the currently logged in user's Documents folder.
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If this option is selected, the Documents menu item on the File Locations sub-menu will be checked.

Custom Location

The Files button on the toolbar allows you to choose a custom folder (or folders) location to be searched. To
search a custom folder click the Files button on the toolbar, then select File Locations and choose Cus-
tom... from the sub-menu. When you choose Custom..., the Custom Folders List dialog box will appear.
First, you must enter a folder path to search or click the ... button to browse for one. Second, click the Add
button to add the folder to the Custom Folders List dialog box. For each folder you select, all of its sub-
folders will also be searched. You may add as many additional folders as you wish.

If you would like to specify the folder as an exclusion, click the Add as Exclusion checkbox. This will pre-
vent Spirion from searching that specific folder and all its subfolders.
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All the information you enter will be automatically saved to your Profile. Your changes will be automatically
saved when you click OK or Apply. If this option is selected, the Custom... menu item on the File Loca-
tions sub-menu will be checked.

Location Options

In this article

Searching Compressed Files

Searching E-Mail Attachments

Searching Compressed Files

Compressed files are archives that contain additional files. You can enable searching of Compressed files by
clicking the Files button on the toolbar and selecting Include Compressed Files. When the menu item is
checked, it is enabled. Spirion will search for compressed files in the File Location that you specify.
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Additional Information

Alternatively, you may click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then select the File Types button to
open the File Types dialog and check or uncheck Include Compressed Files.

Searching E-Mail Attachments

You can enable searching of Attachments by clicking the E-Mails button on the toolbar and selecting
Include E-Mail Attachments. When the menu item is checked it is enabled. Spirion will search inside
attachments if a message contains any. However, by default, attachments that contain compressed files will
not be searched unless you also select the Compressed Files option.

Additional Information

For additional E-Mail settings please refer to Searching E-Mails for Personal Information.
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Starting and Stopping Searches
In this article

l Starting a Search
l Pausing and Resuming a Search in Progress
l Viewing the Status Window
l Stopping a Search in Progress

Starting a Search

Once you have customized your search or decided to use the default search settings, you can click the Start
button on the toolbar and Spirion will begin searching the locations you selected.

You may interact with the results as they are displayed or you may wait until Spirion has completed its
search.

Pausing and Resuming a Search in Progress

You may temporarily pause a search in progress by clicking the Pause button on the toolbar.

The Resume button is in the same place as the Start button and is automatically changed from Start to
Resume once you click Pause. To resume your search, click the Resume button:

Pausing a search is beneficial if you need to interact with a certain result and you find incoming results dis-
tracting. It is also helpful if you need to temporarily pause Spirion because it is affecting the performance of
your computer. In this case however, it might be more helpful to allow other programs to take prioirity over
Spirion by enabling the Give Other Programs Priority Over Spirion option.

Viewing the Status Window

The Status Window provides a real-time summary of your current search and is composed of the Current
Status Summary, and Data Matches Summary groups as well as theWorldwide Data Matches Sum-
mary group, if enabled. To view the status window, click the Status button on the toolbar.
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Current Status

This group box contains the name of the location currently being searched as well as a Progress Bar. The
Progress bar depicts the percentage complete for the current location type. Below Progress is Locations
Containing Data Matches / Total Locations Searched and to its right is Total Identities Found.

l Locations Containing Data Matches - This is the total number of the items searched so far that con-
tain at least one Data Match.

l Total Locations Searched - This is the total number of items of all types searched on your computer
so far.

l Total Identities Found - This is the total number of Data Matches found so far across all locations.

Locations Searched Summary

This group box shows a detailed view of all the locations searched so far and the specific number of each
type. The total of all the counters in this group equals the Total Location Searched counter in the Current
Status group.

Data Matches Summary

This group box shows a detailed view of all the Data Types found so far and the specific number of each
type. The total of all the counters in this group (plus Worldwide, if enabled) equals the Total Matches
Found counter in the Current Status group.

Worldwide Data Matches Summary

This group box shows a detailed view of all theWorldwide Data Types found so far and the specific num-
ber of each type.
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Stopping a Search in Progress

If you want to stop the current search, click the Stop button on the toolbar. It will not be possible to resume
the search once you click Stop. If you want to be able to resume your search, use the Pause button instead.

Once you click Stop, Spirion will take a moment to complete the current process. You will see a dialog box
notifying you to Confirm Stop.

If the location currently being analyzed is large or complex, it may take a long time for Spirion to stop your
search. The stopping your search dialog box lets you know that Spirion is working on your request. After the
search has been stopped, the Search Stopped dialog will display.
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Click OK and the Status window will display showing a summary of the search.

To close the Status window and view the search results, click the Status button on the toolbar. If there are
results, you will be able to interact and manage them.
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Viewing Search Results
In this article

l Viewing Search Results
l Previewing Data Matches
l Masking Matches
l Collapsing and Expanding Rows
l Selecting and Deselecting All Rows
l Navigating to Next and Previous Data Matches
l Choosing Results Columns to Display

Viewing Search Results

The results of the search are displayed in the a) Results View and, along with the b) Preview Pane, provide
all of the relevant information about the result including the full path to its location, the type and value of the
result, a preview of that result in context and many other details.
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The Results View is a reporting table, similar to a spreadsheet, that is on the left side of Spirion.
It contains all of the information about the results of your search and allows you to analyze those results and
take action to protect any sensitive information.
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It has a header across the top that contains the following default column headers:

l Selected (the checkbox)
l Group (the )
l Location
l Date Modified
l Size
l Data Type
l Match
l Match Quantity

For a list of all available columns and their description, refer to Choosing Results Columns to Display.

Choosing Columns

The Results View has a header across the top that allows you to Choose Results Columns to Display.
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Sorting Columns

You may sort the results by clicking on specific column headers to toggle between ascending and des-
cending. Any column which has sorting on it will display an up arrow or a down arrow in the center of the
column header indicating ascending or descending, respectively. No arrow indicates that column is not sor-
ted. When you click on a column header to set a sort it will remove any previous sorting from all other
columns. The results can only be sorted on one column at a time.

Previewing Data Matches

The Preview Pane is enabled by default but can be turned on and off by clicking the Preview Pane menu
item on the View menu. The Preview Pane displays an unformatted version of the result you have selec-
ted. The header of the Preview Pane contains information about the result. The main body of the Pre-
view Pane contains the full content where your result was located with all the Data Matches highlighted in
yellow. You can seek through highlighted matches and review the criticality of your result.
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Matches

You can mask passwords or other Data Types with asterisks, thereby hiding them in the results view by click-
ing the Mask Matches button on the toolbar. There are several reason that you might want to do this such
as if you are reviewing your results in a public area such as your workplace or on your laptop in an airport or
coffee shop with people looking over your shoulder. This has no effect on saving results (however there is an
option to mask matches when saving as well).

The Mask Matches drop down menu has the following options:
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l Enable Mask Matches: Selecting this option will mask the matches in the Results View and have
them appear as *****. This setting affects the Results View only. Matches will still appear unmasked
in the Preview Pane. To change this behavior you must also enable the Mask All Match Types in
Preview option.

l Show Last Four Characters Only: By default, the entire data match is replaced with * characters
when masked. To mask all characters except the last four, select this option. Note: Selecting this
option has no effect unless you also select the Enable Mask Matches option.

l Mask All Match Types in Preview: When a result is selected in the Results View, the data matches
for that location are highlighted in bold and yellow in the preview pane. Select this option to prevent
this behavior and replace the matches with a black bar in the preview pane. Note: Selecting this
option has no effect unless you also select the Enable Mask Matches option.

Collapsing and Expanding Rows

Spirion may uncover multiple unique data matches within a location. Unique data matches are distinct from
multiple occurrences of the same Data match. For example, when five different passwords are discovered
in a file there are five unique data matches, however, when five instances of the same password are dis-
covered in one file there are five occurrences of that specific password.

When Spirion uncovers multiple unique data matches within a single result, a parent row will be displayed in
the results view that says Multiple Matches with a total counter of all matches in the location. Each unique
match will be displayed in a child row beneath the parent. By default, all parent rows are collapsed for ease
of viewing. To allow you to see all of the matches uncovered by Spirion you may choose to expand these
rows by clicking the Expand All Rows menu item on the Review menu. When you do this, all parent
rows are expanded, not just the row you have highlighted.

To expand or collapse a single parent row, you may click on the or icon just to the left of the folder loc-
ation.

Selecting and Deselecting All Rows

There are two ways to select or deselect all rows in the search results. You can click the checkbox on top
left of the column header and it will select all unless all are already selected in which case it will deselect all.
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You can also use the Select All Rows and Deselect All Rows menu items on the Review menu.

Navigating to Next and Previous Data Matches

You can use the Previous Match and Next Matchmenu items on the Review menu to seek to Data
Matches within the result that you are previewing. You may not use these Previous and Next menu items
to seek to another data match, if it is in a different location. To skip to another file you can use the arrow
keys or your mouse.

Each Data Match will be highlighted in yellow. As you use these Previous and Next Matchmenu items to
seek through highlighted matches, you might see the Preview Pane jump around as the data matches do
not necessarily appear sequentially in the location.
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Choosing Results Columns to Display

Spirion allows you to choose the columns that you want to display by clicking the Columns button on the
toolbar. Each column header available to you is shown in the submenu. Place a check (by left-clicking) next
to each column header that you want displayed.:

l Selected (the checkbox): Allows you to select multiple results and perform an action of your choice
using the toolbar. To select or deselct all locations, you may left click on this column header.

l Group (the / ): Expandable and collapsible tree icon for results that contain multiple unique data
matches. You may click on the / to show or hide the unique data matches for a location.

l Location: Displays the full path to where on your computer the result resides.
l Date Created: Displays the date that your item was created.
l Date Modified: Displays the date that your item was last modified.
l Date Accessed: Displays the date that your item was last accessed.
l Size: Displays the size of your item.
l Owner: Displays the Mac user who owns the item.
l Data Type: Spirion generated icon that represents the data match type.
l Match: The actual data match found by Spirion. Your actual identity, such as credit card number, will
be displayed here. Note: Matches can be hidden or masked.

l Match Quantity: (the #): For a parent row this shows the total number of data matches in the loc-
ation. For child rows, this shows the quantity of that exact data match found.
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Saving, Opening, and Printing Results
In this article

l Saving Results
l Saving Results as the Spirion Format
l Saving Results as a Web Page Report
l Saving Results as a CSV Spreadsheet
l Opening Results
l Printing Results

Saving Results

Spirion allows you to save the results of your searches in three ways: Spirion File (*.idf file),Web Page
Report (*HTML file), and Comma Separated Values (*.csv file).

l Spirion File: Generates a *.idf file, which is encrypted with a password of your choice and cannot be
read by anyone else. Files saved in this format can only be opened from within Spirion and allow you
to work with your results at any time in the future. This format is useful when you have run a search
but wish to take action on your results at a later time. All results are saved and secured using this
format.

l Web Page Report: Generates a report as a *.html file, which contains an analysis of your results
including summary information and totals for the number and types of data matches that were found
as well as the locations containing those matches. This report can be viewed in any web browser, but
cannot be loaded back into Spirion. The Web Page Report is not encrypted and potentially contains loc-
ation and identity information so you must be careful to protect it. After you are finished with a file in
this format, you should digitally shred it.

l Comma Separated Values: Generates a *.csv file, which is saved unencrypted, in clear text and
can be read by anyone with access to your computer. Files saved in this format can be opened in any
text editor or spreadsheet program such as Microsoft Excel but cannot be loaded back into Spirion.
This format is useful when you wish to perform advanced searching, sorting, and reporting of your
data in another application. After you are finished with a file in this format, you should digitally shred
it.

To save your results, click Save in the File menu. The default save type is Spirion File format, a more
secure format that you can use to work with your results at any point in the future. If you choose to save the
results as an Spirion File, you are required to enter and confirm a password of your choice. If you are
logged in with a Spirion profile, you can use your profile password by placing a checkmark in the Use Spirion
Profile option. After you have chosen which file format you would like to save your results as, the filename
and the folder location, click Save.
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Clicking the Options button will open the Encrypted Results File Save Options dialog box that allows you
to choose what to include in your saved file and allows you to omit information depending on what type of
file you are saving.
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When you are ready to work with your saved results, you will need to load your file back into Spirion.

Once you choose Save As..., the Save As dialog box will open. You may select the folder location, and file-
name for your results.

Note: Choose a strong password to be sure your document is safe.

Additional Information

l Saving Results as the Spirion Format
l Saving Results as a Web Page Report
l Saving Results as a CSV Spreadsheet
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Saving Results as the Spirion Format

Saving results as a Spirion encrypted file generates a *.idf file, which is encrypted with a password of your
choice and cannot be read by anyone else. Files saved in this format can only be opened from within Spirion
and allow you to work with your results at any time in the future. This format is useful when you have run a
search but wish to take action on your results at a later time. To save your results in this format, click Save
in the File menu. The default save type is this format. When you are ready to work with your saved results,
you will need to open your file back into Spirion. You may select the folder location and filename for your res-
ults. Clicking the Options button will open the Encrypted Results File Save Options dialog box that
allows you to choose what to include in your saved file and allows you to omit information depending on
what type of file you are saving. The following option is available:
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l Save selected (checked) rows only: Allows you to save only the rows you checked from your res-
ults. When saving only selected rows, the summary information for the entire search is not included in
the saved file.
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Saving Results as a Web Page Report

Saving results as a Web Page Report file generates a *.html file, which is plain text and an unencrypted file.
Files saved in this format must be kept secure. To save your results in this format, click Save in the File
menu and selectWeb Page Report. You cannot open these files back up in Spirion. You may select the
folder location and filename for your results. Clicking the Options button will open theWeb Page Report
Save Options dialog box that allows you to choose what to include in your saved file and allows you to omit
information depending on what type of file you are saving. The following options are available:

l Please Select the type of Web Page Report: The setting under this section specifies what type of
report will be saved.
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l Complete Report: This option will save a summary and all of the details of the search and its
results.

l Executive Summary: This option will save a summary of the search including the total number
of matches found, how many locations were searched by data type and other general inform-
ation about the search.

l Custom Report: This option will allow you to specify exactly what is included in the saved
report.

l When saving a Custom Report, there are a number of options available.
l Save Summary Information: This setting allows you to save a header table of summary
information that includes the total number of matches found, how many locations were searched
by data type and other general information about the search.

l Please select the categories to include: The checkboxes under this heading correspond to
each of the columns in the Results View and allows you to select which information will be
included in the saved file. For the Data Match itself, you can choose to save the Complete Match,
the Last four characters only of the match, or the Last four characters of each match except for
Credit Card Numbers which will save the first six and last four. Any characters that are not
saved will be included in the saved file as an asterisk (*).

l Please select whether to save all or only selected results: By using the checkboxes in
the Results View or ctrl/shift with a single left click, it is possible to select individual results in
the Results View. The settings in this section specify which rows will be saved.

l Save parent rows only: This setting allows you to save only the parent row for each loc-
ation which will allow you to have a summary of all of the locations with matches without
having the individual data matches themselves saved in the file.

l Save selected (checked) rows only: This setting allows you to save the information
from only rows selected in the Results View or all of the locations in the Results View.
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Saving Results as a CSV Spreadsheet

Saving results as a Comma Separated Values file generates a *.csv file, which is plain text and an unen-
crypted file. Files saved in this format must be kept secure. These can easily be opened in Excel or another
spreadsheet or database program, but cannot be opened by Spirion. To save your results in this format, click
Save in the File menu and select Comma Separated Values. You may select the folder location and file-
name for your results. Clicking the Options button will open the Text Export Save Options dialog box that
allows you to choose what to include in your saved file and allows you to omit information depending on
what type of file you are saving. The following options are available:

l Please Select the type of Text Export Report: The setting under this section specifies what type
of report will be saved.
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l Complete Report: This option will save a summary and all of the details of the search and its
results.

l Executive Summary: This option will save a summary of the search including the total number
of matches found, how many locations were searched by data type and other general inform-
ation about the search.

l Custom Report: This option will allow you to specify exactly what is included in the saved
report.

l When saving a Custom Report, there are a number of options available.
l Save Summary Information: This setting allows you to save a header table of summary
information that includes the total number of matches found, how many locations were searched
by data type and other general information about the search.

l Please select the categories to include: The checkboxes under this heading correspond to
each of the columns in the Results View and allows you to select which information will be
included in the saved file. For the Data Match itself, you can choose to save the Complete Match,
the Last four characters only of the match, or the Last four characters of each match except for
Credit Card Numbers which will save the first six and last four. Any characters that are not
saved will be included in the saved file as an asterisk (*).

l Please select how you would like Multiple Matches saved: When a location contains
more than one unique match, a row is displayed in the Results View that includes the words "Mul-
tiple Matches" and a total number of matches found in the location. There are several options for
handling these types of rows:

l Save Parent/Child Rows: This option will save the Multiple Matches rows and display
the information in the saved file the same way as it appears in the Results View.

l Repeat all information on every row: This option will repeat the location and other
information on every row of the saved file and create a matrix with no empty cells.

l Show "Multiple Matches" Rows: When repeating all of the information on every
row, it may not be necessary to include the parent row summary as all of the inform-
ation other than total number of matches per location is contained within the other
rows and the total can be obtained by summing all of the rows for that location.

l Please select whether to save all or only selected results: By using the checkboxes in
the Results View or ctrl/shift with a single left click, it is possible to select individual results in
the Results View. The settings in this section specify which rows will be saved.

l Save parent rows only: This setting allows you to save only the parent row for each loc-
ation which will allow you to have a summary of all of the locations with matches without
having the individual data matches themselves saved in the file.

l Save selected (checked) rows only: This setting allows you to save the information
from only rows selected in the Results View or all of the locations in the Results View.
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Opening Results

Spirion allows you to open the results of your previously saved search, if it was saved as an Spirion (*.idf)
file. To open your results, click Open... in the File menu. A browse dialog box will appear allowing you to
navigate to your file. Once you select your file, you will be prompted for the password you chose when sav-
ing the file. Then, click Open. The password is necessary to protect the sensitive information contained
within the file. If you have forgotten your password, you will be unable to load your saved results.
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Printing Results

Spirion allows you to print the results of your searches as a report for reviewing later. It is important to
note that your results are printed in clear text and can be read by anyone who has access to your print out.
Please be sure to only print to a printer in a secure location, store the report in a safe place when you are
using it, and physically shred it when you are finished. To print your results, click Print... in the File menu.
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Protecting Personal Information
In This Chapter

Shredding Data Matches

Redacting Personal Information

Encrypting Data Matches

Quarantining Data Matches

Classifying Personal Information

Ignoring Data Matches and Locations

Revealing a File's original Location

Shredding Data Matches

In this article

l Using the Shredding
Feature

l Advantages of Shred-
ding

Using the Shredding Feature

When a location has sensitive data match information in it and you wish to remove it from your computer,
you should utilize the Shred feature. Shred is great when you no longer need the personal information or
any other data in the item.

The Shred button is located on the toolbar and is enabled for all types of results. Shred utilizes a secure
United States Department of Defense wiping standard known as DOD 5220.22-M.

Note: It is not possible to "undo" a Shred. Shredded results cannot be recovered. Once you shred some-
thing, it is gone.

There are two ways to Shred a location:

1. Single click the result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Shred button on the tool-
bar.

2. Single click the result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Shred.
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Shred is effective at protecting your identity because it is permanent. While this means that you can never
get your data back, it also means that a hacker or malicious intruder also cannot get your data back.

Additional Information

Specifying the Number or Passes When Shredding Files

What is a Digital Shredder?

Advantages of Shredding

Shred is effective at protecting your data because it is permanent. While this means you can never get your
data back, it also means a hacker or malicious intruder also cannot get your data back. Shred utilizes a very
secure United States Department of Defense wiping standard known as DOD 5220.22-M.

What is DOD 5220.22-M?

This is the United States Department of Defense Directive 5220.22-M, which provides baseline standards for
the protection of classified information. It uses multiple levels of deletion so that the file you delete may not
be recovered, even by undelete programs. You can read more on the Defense Technical Information Center
website: http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/corres/pdf/522022m.pdf

Redacting Personal Information

When a location has sensitive data match information in it and you wish to keep the item but remove the per-
sonal information only, you should utilize the Redact feature. Redact is great when you no longer need the
personal information but want to keep the original item. This feature is also know as Redact.

Note: Redact is only available for specific file types searched via the Files Search and is not available for E-
Mail or other Search Locations.

The Redact button is located on the toolbar and is enabled for certain file types. You may only scrub Office
2007 and higher files (e.g., docx, xlsx, pptx) and text files (i.e., *.txt, *.log, *.ini).

There are two ways to Redact a location:

1. Single click the result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Redact button on the tool-
bar.
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2. Single click the result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Redact.

Additional Information

For additional information on Redact settings please refer to Specifying the Character for Scrubbing.

Encrypting Data Matches

In this article

l Encrypting Files with Data Matches
l Encrypting Files Inside the Spirion Vault
l Extracting Files from the Spirion Vault

Encrypting Files with Data Matches

When a file has sensitive identity match information in it and you wish to encrypt it, you should utilize the
Encrypt feature. Encrypt will encrypt your file so that it cannot be accessed by unauthorized individuals.
a It is important that you choose a strong password to encrypt the file.

There are two ways to encrypt a single file:

1. Single click the file result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Encrypt button on the
toolbar. After clicking Encrypt, if you are not logged in with an Spirion Profile, a dialog box will
prompt you to enter a password of your choice to encrypt the file. If you are logged in with an Spirion
Profile, your profile password will automatically be used and no dialog box will display.

2. Single click the file result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Encrypt.
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To encrypt multiple files at one time, check the checkbox of each file and then choose the method described
above to begin securing the files.

To encrypt all files at one time, click the checkbox on top left of the column header to select all rows or use
the Select All Rows menu item on the Review Menu and then choose the method described above to begin
securing the files.

After clicking OK, Spirion will encrypt each file and remove its result row from the Results View allowing
you to continue dealing with other, unsecured data matches.

To decrypt a file, please refer to Extracting Files from the Spirion Vault.

Securing Files Inside the Spirion Vault

When a file or a document has sensitive information in it and you wish to securely store it, you may utilize
the Spirion Vault. The Spirion Vault will store your documents securely with a password and encryption
so that it cannot be accessed by unauthorized individuals. It is important that you choose a strong password
to secure the file.
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To encrypt a file, click the Vault button on the toolbar. The Spirion Vault dialog box will appear. There are
a total of five different options on the page that you can control:

l Specify if you would like to Encrypt or Decrypt: Choose encrypt to secure a file inside an
Spirion Vault.

l Encrypt: If you chose encrypt, here is where you select a file on your computer to secure. Enter the
full path or use the browse button.

l Destination: Choose the destination location. By default the same path as your original file will be
inserted except the file will be renamed to an extension ending with .idfvault. You may choose any
destination though.

l Leave Original File Behind After Encryption in file vault: Choose this option if you do not want
your original unsecured file shredded after it is encrypted inside the Spirion Vault.

l Leave Spirion Vault Behind After Decrypting: Choose this option if you do not want your original
encrypted Spirion Vault file deleted after you extract its contents.

Once you have chosen all your options and a file location click the Encrypt button. If you are encrypting a
file, you will be asked for a password and confirmation password or you can choose to Use Spirion Profile
Password by selecting the checkbox:
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Extracting Files from the Spirion Vault

When a file or a document has sensitive information in it and you wish to securely store it, you may utilize
the Spirion Vault. The Spirion Vault will store your documents securely with a password and encryption
so that it cannot be accessed by unauthorized individuals. When you want to access or modify your original
file you need to extract it from the Spirion Vault. To do this you will need to decrypt it.

To decrypt a file, click the Vault button on the toolbar. The Spirion Vault dialog box will appear. There are
a total of five different options on the page that you can control:

l Specify if you would like to Encrypt or Decrypt: Choose decrypt to extract your original file
from its Spirion Vault.

l Decrypt: If you chose decrypt, here is where you select an Spirion Vault file from which to extract
the contents.
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l Destination: Choose the destination location. By default the same path as your original file will be
inserted except the file will be renamed to remove the .idfvault extension. You may choose any des-
tination though.

l Leave Original File Behind After Encryption in file vault: Choose this option if you do not want
your original unsecured file shredded after it is secured inside an Spirion Vault.

l Leave Spirion Vault Behind After Decrypting: Choose this option if you do not want your original
encrypted Spirion Vault file deleted after you extract its contents.

Once you have chosen all your options and a file location click the Decrypt button. If you are decrypting a
file you will be asked for the original password:
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Quarantining Data Matches

In this article

l Quarantining Files with Data Matches

Quarantining Files with Data Matches

When a file has sensitive data match information in it and you wish to securely move the file to another loc-
ation, you should utilize the Quarantine feature. Quarantine will move your file and then shred the ori-
ginal so that it cannot be recovered by anyone who gains access to your computer. It is important that you
quarantine files to a location that is highly secure, such as an encrypted drive or a storage device to which
unauthorized individuals do not have access.

There are two ways to quarantine a single file:

1. Single click the file result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Quarantine button on
the toolbar.

2. Single click the file results with the left mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click ton Quarantine.
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To quarantine multiple files at one time, check the checkbox of each file and then choose one of the methods
described above to begin quarantining the files. After clicking Quarantine, a dialog box will open with your
available options.

 Files may be moved to a Default Folder location, which can be specified in Preferences, or to an Other loc-
ation that you can set within the dialog box.

You may also choose Leave Behind Warning Text Document in Place of File. If you do, a text file will
be created in its place named exactly the same as the original file including its extension but with a .txt
appended to the end. If your file was /test.doc then a file /test.doc.txt will be left in its place after it is quar-
antined. You may also change this setting and the default setting on Preferences.

Additional Information

l Specifying Quarantine Folder Location
l Creating Quarantine Folder Location
l Leaving Behind Warning Text Document
l Duplicating Original Folder Paths
l Appending Time Stamp to Filename

Classifying Personal Information

The Classify button allows you to assign a classification to the selected result. The classification will display
in the Classification column of the Results View and can be used for reporting purposes in a report on the con-
sole. A classification is assigned by location so if there are multiple identity matches within one location,
then the entire location and all results within that location will be assigned the same classification.
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The Classify button is located on the toolbar and is enabled for all types of results.

There are two ways to Classify a location:

1. Single click the result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Classify button on the
Main ribbon.

2. Single click the result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Classify.

After clicking Classify, the following dialog will display.

Select the classification by clicking the checkbox next to the desired classification. Multiple classifications
may be selected for a single location.

To classify multiple files at one time, check the checkbox of each file and then choose one of the methods
described above to begin classifying the files.
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Additional Information

Classifications are defined on the Console. For additional information on Classifications, please refer to Work-
flows in the Console user guide

Ignoring Data Matches and Locations

In this article

l Ignoring a Data Match
l Ignoring a Location

Ignoring a Data Match

When Spirion locates a data match that you do not care about, you may wish to use the Ignore Data Match
feature to prevent that information from being displayed in the future. For example, Spirion may uncover a
sample credit card number inside a file or a public password you do not want to protect. In this case, you
can tell Spirion to ignore those matches for the current and future searches. Ignored matches are added to
an approved exception list, the Ignore List, so you never see them again.

There are four ways to view or manage your Ignore List by adding or removing data matches:

1. Click the Ignore button on the toolbar, then click on This Match.
2. Single click on any result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then

click Ignore > This Match.
3. Manually add the data match to the Ignore List by clicking the Preferences button on the toolbar

and selecting the Ignore button.
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4. Manually add the data match to the Ignore List by clicking the Ignore button on the toolbar, then
click onManage 'Ignore List'...

Because ignored data matches may contain sensitive information, the list is stored in your Profile.

To add unique data to ignore, select the Data Type from the Ignore match drop down box. Then enter your
personal information in the field to its right. It is important for you to enter the information exactly as you
wish Spirion to ignore it. Once you have entered the appropriate data type information, click the Add button
and it will appear in the Ignore List.

To remove data matches, highlight them and click the Remove button. The Remove All button clears the
entire list. If you make changes and want to save your list for future sessions, click the OK button. You may
be prompted to provide a password if you are saving a new list. Spirion will not load your Profile auto-
matically when starting.

Note: Data Matches that you add to the Ignore List during a search will be ignored for the remainder of the
current search.

Ignoring a Location

When Spirion locates and data match in a location that you do not care about, you may wish to use the
Ignore Location feature to prevent that information from being displayed in the future. For example,
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Spirion may discover sensitive data in a location and you must keep that information. In this case, you can
tell Spirion to ignore that location for the current and future searches. Ignored locations are added to an
approved exception list, the Ignore List, so you never see them again.

There are four ways to ignore a location:

1. Single click the result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Ignore button on the tool-
bar, then click on This Item Location.

2. Single click the result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
click on Ignore > This Item Location.

3. Manually add the Location to the Ignore List by clicking the Preferences button on the toolbar and
selecting the Ignore button.

4. Manually add the Location to the Ignore List by clicking the Ignore button on the toolbar, then click
onManage 'Ignore List'...

Because ignored locations may contain sensitive information, the list is stored in your Profile

To add a file location to ignore, go to the Ignore Location option and click the ... button. This button will
open a dialog box that allows you to select any file on your computer. After navigating to your desired loc-
ation, click the Open button and the full path to your selected file will be displayed. Once you have selected
a file location to ignore, click the Add button and it will appear in the Ignore List.
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To remove a location or multiple locations, highlight them and click the Remove button. The Remove All
button clears the entire list. If you make changes and want to save your list for future sessions, click OK but-
ton. You may be prompted to provide a password if you are saving a new list. Spirion will not load your Pro-
file automatically when starting.

Note: Locations that you add to the Ignore List during a search will be ignored for the remainder of the cur-
rent search.

Reveal in Finder

If an Spirion result was found inside a file, you can open the folder that contains that file in a Finder window.
To perform this action, single click the result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a con-
text menu, then highlight and left-click on Reveal in Finder.
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Preferences to Customize Your Experience
In This Chapter

Preferences to Customize Your Experience

Profile Preferences

Performance Preferences

Actions Preferences

AnyFind Preferences

File Types Preferences

E-Mails Preferences

Folders Preferences

Custom Types Preferences

Ignore Preferences

Logging Preferences

Resources Preferences

Preferences to Customize Your Experience

Preferences within Spirion can be configured by choosing the Preferences button on the toolbar. Most pref-
erences that you modify are saved to your computer and remembered by Spirion when you start the applic-
ation. You can configure the following sets of options:

l Profile Settings
l Performance Settings
l Actions Settings
l AnyFind Settings
l File Types Settings
l E-Mails Settings
l Folders Settings
l Custom Type Settings
l Ignore Settings
l Logging Settings
l Resources Settings

Profile Preferences

In this article

l Profile Preferences Page
l Deleting Your Profile
l Using Profile Passwords
l Enabling Password Strength
l Checking for Updates
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l Resetting All Message Box Confirmations
l Showing the Search Assistant on Startup

Profile Preferences Page

The Profile preferences page allows you to modify various options for your Spirion Profile. To open or
modify these options, either click the Preferences button on the toolbar, and select Profile from the menu
on the top or select Preferences... in the Spirionmenu.

The following options are available:

l Managing Your Profile
l Using Profile Passwords
l Enabling Password Strength
l Checking for Updates
l Resetting All Message Box Confirmations
l Showing Search Assistant on Startup

Managing Your Profile

Spirion uses a single master password to securely store all your personal information related to Spirion
inside a Profile. At any time you may import or export your Profile using the Import and Export buttons. Your
Exported Profile will be an unsecured XML file while stored on disk, so steps must be taken to manually
secure it until it is Imported to another copy of Spirion. The advantage of this is you can manually edit the
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text version or easily copy all your settings from one machine to another. If you want to delete this file and
all the information contained within, press the Delete button.

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click Profile. Altern-
atively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select Profile.

Using Profile Passwords

Spirion uses a single master password to securely store all your personal information related to Spirion
inside the Profile. Personal Information related to Spirion includes your Ignore List. Spirion will let you save
all this information in an encrypted format with a password. It can also use this password when using
Encrypt to encrypt files and other data. If you do not want to use an Spirion Profile Password, choose the
Use Individual Passwords radio button.
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To Change Your Profile Password first sign into your profile, then click the Change button and the Profile
Password dialog will pop up. Here, you must enter your current password. Then, enter the new password
and complete by confirming the new password. When finished, press OK. You can click Cancel if you wish to
keep your current password.
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Note: Changing your Spirion profile password will not change the password for files that were encrypted
using your previous profile password. They will still be encrypted with the password that was in effect at the
time of the encryption.

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click Profile. Altern-
atively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select Profile.

Enabling Password Strength

The Enable Password Strength setting will force all passwords entered within the Spirion application to
be strong. When disabled, passwords can be any length and contain any characters. The following options
can be set:

l Use Strong: Passwords must be at least six characters and contain at least one letter and one non-let-
ter.

l Use Stronger: Passwords must be at least eight characters and contain at least three of the following
four types of characters:

l Lowercase letters
l Uppercase letters
l Numbers
l Symbols (i.e., !@#$%^&*:,./, etc.)
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click Profile. Altern-
atively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select Profile.

Checking for Updates

By default, the Check for New Versions and Updates on Startup setting is enabled allowing Spirion to
automatically check for new versions and updates on startup. You can choose to manually check for updates
by clicking the Check Now button.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click Profile. Altern-
atively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select Profile.

Resetting All Message Box Confirmations

The Reset All Message Box Confirmations button deletes the selections you have made such as, "Don't
ask me again", "Don't show this again", or "Always perform my selection" that allow advanced users to
reduce the number of confirmations and messages you receive when using the application. For example,
when you Shred a file, Spirion will ask you to confirm that you wish to shred that file and provide you with
the opportunity to turn off future confirmations. Clicking the Reset button will reset all message box con-
firmation dialogs so you are prompted again with all messages and warnings.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click Profile. Altern-
atively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select Profile.

Showing Search Assistant on Startup

Enabling the Show Search Assistant on Startup setting will cause Spirion to open with the Search Assist-
ant each time that you run the program. If you decide that you do not want to use the assistant, uncheck this
box. If you previously disabled the Search Assistant and now want it to open each time you run Spirion, you
must check this box.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click Profile. Altern-
atively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select Profile.

Performance Preferences

In this article

l Performance Preferences Page
l Giving Other Programs Priority Over Spirion
l Limiting the Display When Maximum Matches is Reached
l Enabling Autorecover on Startup
l Searching Only Files Less than User Specified Size
l Searching Only part of a File
l Searching Only Files Created or Modified Since User Specified Date
l Using Search History
l Deleting Search History Databases

Performance Preferences Page

The following options are available:

l Giving Other Programs Priority Over Spirion
l Limiting the Display When Maximum Matches is Reached
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l Enabling Autorecover on Startup
l Searching Only Files Less than User Specified Size
l Searching Only Part of a File
l Searching Only Files Created or Modified Since User Specified Date
l Using Search History
l Deleting Search History Databases

Giving Other Programs Priority Over Spirion

The Give Other Programs Priority Over Spirion setting lowers the priority of Spirion's processes and
threads to give precedence to your other applications. The application will continue running and will be
searching as fast as possible when you are not using your computer, but performance will be slightly slower
when you are using other applications. If the application is slowing your system performance or your other
applications are too slow while a search is running, then check this box and click OK. You can change this set-
ting at any time before or during a search.

To view or change this setting, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click Performance and
select General from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and
click Perfomanceand then select General from the dropdown.

Limiting the display when maximum matches is reached

The Limit Display When the Following Number of Maximum Matches is Reached setting allows you
to specify the maximum number of matches displayed in the results view, as well as whether Spirion should
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stop searching the current location once it reaches a maximum match count. By default this setting is set to
99 because that should give you an indication of what is inside a file. However Spirion will not stop after 99
by default; rather it will perform a complete search of each location and only display a maximum of 99
matches per location. You might want to enable a different option depending on your needs for reporting or
speed and performance. This value must be equal to or greater than 2.

There are three ways to configure these settings:

l Disable both checkboxes: This is a complete search and Spirion will search a location completely and
list every match found.

l Enable top checkbox only: This is a complete search with a partial view of results. Spirion will search a
location completely and display the total count of all matches found, but it will not list every match
found individually. Summary reports will be accurate, but only the first Maximum Matches will be lis-
ted individually in your report. This option is best when you have locations with many matches as it
will make analyzing your results easier. This option also improves memory performance over com-
plete search

l Enable both checkboxes: This is a partial search and Spirion will search a location until it finds the first
Maximum Matches in that location then skip to the next location. This can greatly improve
performance if you have locations with many matches. Note: All locations will be accurately identified
but not all matches will be listed. This option improves memory and speed performance over Com-
plete with partial view.

Maximum Matches is the threshold that specifies when the bottom two options become active. This threshold
dictates when Spirion will restrict the number of data matches found or displayed.
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Below is an example of what restricting the number of data matches will look like when Limit Display
When the Following Number of Maximum Matches is Reached is enabled. It is displaying only the
first 99 matches because more than 99 were found: However, note that the total count of 504 is accurate.
Clicking on Multiple Matches shows the total number of matches that were found. Clicking on Matches Not
Displayed shows the number of matches that are not displayed.

Below is an example of what restricting the number of data matches will look like when Stop Searching a
Location When Maximum Found is enabled. It is displaying only the first 5 matches because more than 5
were found: However, note that the total count is 5 and the preview states additional matches may exist.
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To view or change this setting, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click Performance and
select General from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and
click Perfomanceand then select General from the dropdown.

Enabling Autorecover on Startup

The Enable Autorecover on Startup setting allows Spirion to periodically, automatically save your results
into an encrypted file. If Spirion is terminated abruptly due to a system restart, power loss, or for any other
reason, next time you start Spirion, you will have the option to load any saved results. If you load the res-
ults, take action on the items, and also use the Using Search History setting, you will save a great deal of
time when you resume your previous incomplete search by selecting the same options as before and clicking
Start.
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To view or change this setting, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click Performance and
select General from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and
click Perfomanceand then select General from the dropdown.

Searching Only Files Less Than User Specified Size

The Search Only Files Less Than setting prevents Spirion from searching any files that are greater in size
than the number of megabytes (MB) specified. This feature enables you to increase the speed and per-
formance of Spirion's search and is especially useful when searching folders containing large documents that
contain only images. This setting will also apply to files that are inside compressed files or attached to e-
mails.
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To view or change this setting, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click Performance and
select File Search from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and
then click Performance then select File Search from the dropdown.

Searching Only Part of a File

The Search Only the First X KB of Each File setting prevents Spirion from searching more than the first
part of a file you specify in Kilobytes (KB). This can greatly increase the performance of Spirion but it may
also miss data matches. If you enable this setting and you search only the first 1,000 KB of a file then
Spirion will search 1,000 KB and no matter what it finds, it will skip the rest of the file. This is very useful if
you are searching files you know have header information that could contain sensitive information or files
where the beginning is where all the data is and perhaps the remainder is simply graphics. It will increase
the performance of Spirion but will limit your search results. By default this setting is off since it could
impact your data matches.
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To view or change this setting, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click Performance and
select File Search from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and
then click Performance then select File Search from the dropdown.

Searching Only Files Created or Modified Since User Specified Date

The Search Only Files Created or Modified Since setting prevents Spirion from searching any files that
have not changed since the date specified. This feature enables you to increase the speed and performance
of Spirion's search and is especially useful if you recently ran Spirion but did not have the Using Search His-
tory setting enabled and only wish to search files modified since that previous search.
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To view or change this setting, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click Performance and
select File Search from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and
then click Performance then select File Search from the dropdown.

Using Search History

The Use Search History for Files setting enables you to increase the speed and performance of Spirion's
search by skipping any files already searched by Spirion that have not been modified since your previous
search. The first time you run a search after you enable this checkbox (it is on by default), a search history
database will be created with information about all of the files that Spirion searches and the AnyFind Data
Types used to search those files. Each additional time you run a search with this checkbox enabled, Spirion
will skip all files that have not changed since the previous search as long as they did not contain any Data
Matches and new AnyFind Data Types were not enabled. Files found to contain Data Matches during a search
will be searched again during subsequent searches unless you specifically add those files to the Ignore List.

If enabled, the Searching Only Files Created or Modified Since a User Specified Date setting prevents Spirion
from searching any files that have not changed since the date specified. This feature enables you to increase
the speed and performance of Spirion's search and is especially useful if you recently ran Spirion but did not
have the Use Search History for Files setting enabled and only wish to search files modified since that
previous search.
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To view or change this setting, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click Performance and
select File Search from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and
then click Performance then select File Search from the dropdown.

Deleting Search History Databases

The Delete File Search History Database button asks if you want to delete the search history databases,
which would delete the file search history database. Deleting this database will increase the duration of your
next search.
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To view or change this setting, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click Performance and
select File Search from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and
then click Performance then select File Search from the dropdown.

Actions Preferences

In this article

l Actions Preferences Page
l Specifying the Number of Passes When Shredding Files
l Specifying the Character for Redacting
l Specifying Quarantine Location
l Creating Quarantine Folder Location
l Leaving Behind Warning Text Document
l Duplicating Original Folder Paths
l Appending Time Stamp to Filename

Actions Preferences Page

The Actions preferences page allows you to modify action options used to protect data, such as the quar-
antine location setting. To open or modify these options, either click the Preferences button on the toolbar,
and select Actions from the menu on the top or select Preferences in the Spirionmenu.

The following options are available:
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l Specifying the Number of Passes When Shredding Files
l Specifying Quarantine Location
l Specifying the Character for Redacting
l Creating Quarantine Folder Location
l Leaving Behind Warning Text Document
l Duplicating Original Folder Paths
l Appending Time Stamp to Filename

Specifying the Number of Passes When Shredding Files

TheWhen Shredding Files, Use this Number of Passes setting specifies the number of passes (or writ-
ing procedures) Spirion will take to overwrite the space used by a shredded file. Shredding a file is more
secure than recycling or deleting because it uses this overwrite procedure. The higher the number, the
longer it will take to perform a shred.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then click Actions and select
Shred from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and click Actions
and then select Shred from the dropdown.

Specifying the Character for Redacting

The Use this Character to Replace Redacted Information setting specifies the default character that
will be used to replace personal information you choose to Redact. You can choose any digit 0 through 9 or X.
You can also enable Redact All Characters of a Match Except for the Last Four. This setting will only
replace the leading characters in your personal information and leave the remaining four characters in their
original state. For example, 123-45-6789- will become XXX-XX-6789.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then click Actions and select
Redact from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and click
Actions and then select Redact from the dropdown.

Specifying Quarantine Location

The Quarantine Location setting specifies where the default location for a file you decide to quarantine will
be securely moved. This location should be a secure folder on your computer, such as an encrypted drive or
one to which unauthorized individuals cannot gain access.
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There are several other options for quarantining files:

l Creating Quarantine Folder Location
l Leaving Behind Warning Text Document
l Duplicating Original Folder Paths
l Appending Time Stamp to Filename

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then click Actions and select
Quarantine from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and click
Actions and then select Quarantine from the dropdown.

Creating Quarantine Folder Location

The Create Quarantine Folder Location if it Does Not Already Exist setting allows Spirion to create
the target folder, if it does not already exist when you quarantine a file.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then click Actions and select
Quarantine from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and click
Actions and then select Quarantine from the dropdown.

Leaving Behind Warning Text Document

The Leave Behind Warning Text Document in Place of File setting allows Spirion to create a text file
in place of a quarantined file named exactly the same as the original file including its extension but with a
.txt appended to the end. If your file was /test.doc then a file /test.doc.txt will be left in its place after it is
quarantined.

The text file is useful to notify the original file owner that you moved their file securely. Here is a sample of
the text:

The original file, /test.doc, contained unsecured, personally identifiable information. It has been quar-
antined to: /test.doc
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then click Actions and select
Quarantine from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and click
Actions and then select Quarantine from the dropdown.

Duplicating Original Folder Paths

The Duplicate Original Folder Paths Inside Quarantine Folder Location setting allows Spirion to
automatically create a set of structured paths matching that of the original file location in the quarantined tar-
get location. For example if you are quarantining /folder1/subfolder2/file.txt to /secure then this setting will
quarantine the file.txt to /secure/machinename/drive/folder1/subfolder2/file.txt.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then click Actions and select
Quarantine from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and click
Actions and then select Quarantine from the dropdown.

Appending Time Stamp to Filename

The Append Time Stamp to Filename if a File With the Same Name Already Exists setting allows
Spirion to append a time stamp to a quarantined file name when the target location already exists. This
makes the file uniquely named. For example if you are quarantining multiple files such as /drive1/file.txt
and /drive2/file.txt to /secure then file.txt will exist twice and the second quarantine will fail unless you
append a time stamp. In that case you will have the /secure/file.txt and /secure/file_06012009_153046.xlsx
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then click Actions and select
Quarantine from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and click
Actions and then select Quarantine from the dropdown.

AnyFind Preferences

In this article

l AnyFind Preferences Page
l Searching for Unformatted Social Security Numbers
l Searching Excel and CSV Files for Unformatted SSNs
l Requiring Keywords for Unformatted Social Security Numbers
l Using Custom Keywords to Find Unformatted Social Security Numbers
l Requiring a Minimum Amount of Unformatted Social Security Numbers
l Specifying Credit Card Types
l Requirements for CID/CVV and Expiration Dates for Credit Card Numbers
l Searching Magnetic Stripe and Track Data for Credit Cards
l Allowing Non-Printable Characters in Passwords
l Configuring Comprehensive Password Searching
l Searching for Bank Account Numbers
l Searching for IBAN (International Bank Account Numbers)
l Searching for ABA Routing Numbers for Bank Account Numbers
l Searching for SWIFT/BIC Codes for Bank Account Numbers
l Requiring States When Searching Driver Licenses
l Specifying States for Searching Driver Licenses
l Searching Excel and CSV Files for Dates of Birth
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l Specifying Dates for Searching for Dates of Birth
l Specifying Area Codes and Exchanges When Searching Phone Numbers
l Specifying Domains When Searching E-Mail Addresses
l Specifying States When Searching Personal Addresses
l Specifying Zip Codes When Searching Personal Addresses
l Matching Every 9 Digit Number as a Passport Number When Location Contains a keyword
l Allowing Additional Keywords to be used for Passport Number Validation
l Using Additional Custom Keywords for Passport Number Validation
l Requiring SSN for Health Information
l Requiring Medical Record Number for Health Information
l Requiring DEA (Drug Enforcement Agency) Number for Health Information
l Requiring NPI (National Provider identifier) Number for Health Information
l Requiring a dictionary when searching for Health Information

AnyFind Preferences Page

The AnyFind preferences page allows you to modify how Spirion automatically searches for personal inform-
ation. To open or modify these options, either click the Preferences button on the toolbar and select
AnyFind from the menu on the top or select Preferences... in Spirion menu.

The following options are available:

l Searching for Unformatted Social Security Numbers
l Searching Excel and CSV Files for Unformatted SSNs
l Requiring Keywords for Unformatted Social Security Numbers
l Using Custom Keywords to Find Unformatted Social Security Numbers
l Requiring a Minimum Amount of Unformatted Social Security Numbers
l Specifying Credit Card Types
l Requirements for CID/CVV and Expiration Dates for Credit Card Numbers
l Searching Magnetic Stripe and Track Data for Credit Cards
l Allowing Non-Printable Characters in Passwords
l Configuring Comprehensive Password Searching
l Searching for Bank Account Numbers
l Searching for IBAN (International Bank Account Numbers)
l Searching for ABA Routing Numbers for Bank Account Numbers
l Searching for SWIFT/BIC Codes for Bank Account Numbers
l Requiring States When Searching Driver Licenses
l Specifying States for Searching Driver Licenses
l Searching Excel and CSV Files for Dates of Birth
l Specifying Dates for Searching for Dates of Birth
l Specifying Area Codes and Exchanges When Searching Phone Numbers
l Specifying Domains When Searching E-Mail Addresses
l Specifying States When Searching Personal Addresses
l Specifying Zip Codes When Searching Personal Addresses
l Matching Every 9 Digit Number as a Passport Number When Location Contains a keyword
l Allowing Additional Keywords to be used for Passport Number Validation
l Using Additional Custom Keywords for Passport Number Validation
l Requiring SSN for Health Information
l Requiring Medical Record Number for Health Information
l Requiring DEA (Drug Enforcement Agency) Number for Health Information
l Requiring NPI (National Provider identifier) Number for Health Information
l Requiring a dictionary when searching for Health Information
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Searching for Unformatted Social Security Numbers

The Search for Unformatted SSNs setting allows Spirion to search for unformatted SSNs when you
search for Social Security Numbers. Unformatted Social Security Numbers (SSNs) are numbers in locations
without dashes or spaces or other characters. For example, 123456789 could be an unformatted SSN. If this
setting is disabled, Spirion will rarely find unformatted SSN's and uses internal logic to only find them when
there is a high probability they are accurate.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select AnyFind and
select Social Security Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button
on the toolbar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Social Security Numbers from the dropdown
or you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu then select AnyFindand select Social Security Num-
bers from the dropdown.

Searching Excel and CSV Files for Unformatted SSNs

The Only in Excel and CSV Files setting allows you to search for unformatted SSNs in Excel and CSV files
but ignore them in all other locations like text or Word documents for example. This option is only available
if you enable Searching for Unformatted SSNs.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select AnyFind and
select Social Security Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button
on the toolbar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Social Security Numbers from the dropdown
or you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu then select AnyFindand select Social Security Num-
bers from the dropdown.

Requiring Keywords for Unformatted Social Security Numbers

The Only When Location Contains Keyword setting will require Spirion to also locate a keyword (i.e.,
SSN, Social Security Number, SS#, etc.) in the same location as the unformatted SSN before the 9-digit
number will be considered a match. This option is enabled by default and helps to eliminate many false pos-
itives.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select AnyFind and
select Social Security Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button
on the toolbar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Social Security Numbers from the dropdown
or you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu then select AnyFindand select Social Security Num-
bers from the dropdown.

Using Custom Keywords to Find Unformatted Social Security Numbers

The Use Additional Custom Keywords setting allows any custom keywords you have added to be used in
addition to the built-in AnyFind keywords for Spirion when finding unformatted SSNs. Also, the Add button is
enabled to allow you to add additional, custom keywords to use during the unformatted SSN search. When
enabled, Spirion will find an unformatted SSN, if it is near the characters "SSN", which is a built-in AnyFind
keyword, or one you specify such as "Student Identifier", which is not built-in because it does not always
indicate an SSN for every organization or individual.
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You may specify custom keywords by pressing the Add button. When you click the Add button, the Add Cus-
tom Keywords to AnyFind SSN dialog box will appear to let you add additional, custom keywords to use
when finding unformatted SSNs. The keywords in this list will be used as part of the search when the Use
Additional Custom Keywords setting is checked.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select AnyFind and
select Social Security Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button
on the toolbar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Social Security Numbers from the dropdown
or you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu then select AnyFindand select Social Security Num-
bers from the dropdown.

Requiring a Minimum Amount of Unformatted Social Security Numbers

The Location Must Contain at least this Many Unformated SSNs setting will require Spirion to locate
the specified minimum number of unformatted SSNs. Often times, locations will contain unformatted SSNs
in the form of a list. This settings is valuable for eliminating locations that contain only a single (or other spe-
cified number) of unformatted nine digit number(s) that might not represent a list of SSNs. This setting is set
to 3 by default for all locations types other than PDF files, and therefore requires that at least 3 unformatted
SSNs be found in a location before considering them to be valid. For PDF files, the default is 1 as PDF forms
containing a nine digit number and a keyword are often true positives.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select AnyFind and
select Social Security Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button
on the toolbar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Social Security Numbers from the dropdown
or you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu then select AnyFindand select Social Security Num-
bers from the dropdown.

Specifying Credit Card Types

The Credit Card Numbers setting allows you to search for specific card types.
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Credit Card Numbers: Allows you to choose which credit card types Spirion will find. By default, only the
common card types are enabled, but you can change this to include other, less common card types.

l Common Card Types:
l MasterCard
l Visa
l American Express
l Discover

l Additional Card Types
l Diners Club
l Maestro
l Carte Blanche
l JCB

l Obsolete Card Types
l 13 Digit Visa
l Australian BankCard
l Enroute

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select AnyFind and
select Credit Card Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on
the toolbar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Credit Card Numbers from the dropdown or you
select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Credit Card Numbers from
the dropdown.
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Requirements for CID/CVV and Expiration Dates for Credit Card Numbers

The Requirements section allows you to specify when Spirion will find credit card numbers with AnyFind.
When Spirion encounters a credit card number it will validate whether the CID/CVV or the expiration date
are near the credit card number. These options can help reduce false positives.

Requirements:

l CID/CVV must be near card number: Select this option to require a CID/CVV number to be near
the card number, either before or after, in order for the CCN to be considered a match.

l Expiration date must be near card number: Select this option to require an expiration date to be
near the card number, either before or after, in order for the CCN to be considered a match.

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select AnyFind and
select Credit Card Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on
the toolbar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Credit Card Numbers from the dropdown or you
select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Credit Card Numbers from
the dropdown.

Searching Magnetic Stripe and Track Data for Credit Cards

The Credit Card Data section allows you to optionally search for the textual representation of the inform-
ation stored within magnetic stripe data and track data when searching credit card numbers with AnyFind.
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Credit Card Data:

l Magnetic Stripe/Track Data:
l Track 1: The textual representation of the data stored on Track 1 of a magnetic stripe card may
include credit card number (CCN)/personal account number (PAN) data including account num-
bers, expiration dates and cardholder name. Select this option to enable the searching of Track 1
data.

l Track 2: The textual representation of the data stored on Track 2 of a magnetic stripe card may
include credit card number (CCN)/personal account number (PAN) data including account num-
bers, expiration dates and cardholder name. Select this option to enable the searching of Track 2
data.

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select AnyFind and
select Credit Card Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on
the toolbar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Credit Card Numbers from the dropdown or you
select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Credit Card Numbers from
the dropdown.

Allowing Non-Printable Characters in Passwords

The Allow Non-Printable Characters in Passwords setting allows you to specify whether Spirion will
search for passwords that contain non-printable characters that are within the ASCII range 0 to 31. When
AnyFind Passwords is enabled, Spirion will search all locations you specify for passwords, but to reduce false
positives will ignore any strings that look like passwords but are probably not truly passwords because they
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contain non-printable characters. If you want to include the strings with non-printable characters as pass-
word matches, select this option. This option is disabled by default.

Select the checkbox if you want to allow non-printable characters in passwords:

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Passwords from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the toolbar, then
selectManage AnyFind... and select Passwords from the dropdown or select Preferences in the
Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Passwords from the dropdown.

Configuring Comprehensive Password Searching

The Enable Comprehensive Searching for Passwords in the Following File Types setting allows
you to specify when Spirion will comprehensively search for passwords in files with AnyFind. When
AnyFind Passwords is enabled, Spirion will search all locations you specify for passwords, but com-
prehensive searching is a more in-depth searching algorithm that sometimes yields more false positives
especially in audio and visual files like mp3 and jpg files. There are two options:

l None (Do Not Enable Comprehensive Searching Anywhere): Spirion will not perform in-depth
comprehensive searching of passwords in any file types. It will only find passwords using standard
techniques.

l All (Enable Comprehensive Searching in All File Types): Spirion will perform in-depth com-
prehensive searching of passwords in all file types.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Passwords from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the toolbar, then
selectManage AnyFind... and select Passwords from the dropdown or select Preferences in the
Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Passwords from the dropdown.

Searching for Bank Account Numbers

The Account Numbers (Savings, Checking, etc.) setting allows you to specify whether Spirion will
search for general format numeric bank account numbers when searching for bank account numbers with
AnyFind. When this setting is enabled and IBAN (International Bank Account Numbers), ABA Routing Num-
bers and SWIFT/BIC Codes are disabled, Bank Account AnyFind will function identically to version 7.1 and
earlier.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select AnyFind and
select Bank Account Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on
the toolbar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Bank Account Numbers from the dropdown or you
can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Bank Account Numbers
from the dropdown.

Searching For IBAN International Bank Account Numbers

The IBAN (International Bank Account Numbers) setting allows you to specify whether Spirion will
search for international bank account numbers when searching for bank account numbers with AnyFind.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select AnyFind and
select Bank Account Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on
the toolbar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Bank Account Numbers from the dropdown or you
can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Bank Account Numbers
from the dropdown.

Searching For ABA Routing Numbers

The ABA Routing Numbers setting allows you to specify whether Spirion will search for ABA Routing Num-
bers when searching for bank account numbers with AnyFind.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select AnyFind and
select Bank Account Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on
the toolbar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Bank Account Numbers from the dropdown or you
can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Bank Account Numbers
from the dropdown.

Searching for SWIFT/BIC Codes for Bank Account Numbers

The SWIFT/BIC Codes setting allows you to specify when Spirion will find bank account numbers with
AnyFind. When Spirion encounters a bank account number it will validate whether keywords are located near
SWIFT/BIC Codes or whether the keywords can be anywhere in the location.
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Swift/BIC Codes: Enable Searching for SWIFT/BIC Codes. To reduce false positives, keywords are
required to be present in the location to consider any possible SWIFT/BIC Code as a match. By default, a
keyword must be located near the code. In some cases, such as locations containing tables or lists of codes
under section headers, it may be desirable to allow the keyword to be anywhere in the location.

l Require keywords to be near SWIFT code: Select this option to require that keywords be near
the SWIFT/BIC Code, either before or after, in order for the bank account number to be considered a
match.

l Require keywords to be anywhere in location: Select this option to require that keywords be
anywhere in the location for the bank account number to be considered a match.

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select AnyFind and
select Bank Account Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on
the toolbar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Bank Account Numbers from the dropdown or you
can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Bank Account Numbers
from the dropdown.

Searching Excel and CSV Files for Dates of Birth

The Match Every Date as a Date of Birth in CSV and Excel Files, If the File Contains a DOB
keyword setting allows you to specify when Spirion will find numeric dates of birth with AnyFind. When
searching for dates of birth with AnyFind, a date will only be considered a date of birth if there are relevant
keywords near that date to indicate that it is a date of birth. The Match Every Date as a Date of Birth in
CSV and Excel Files, if the file contains a DoB keyword setting changes that behavior for Excel and
CSV files to allow all dates to be considered dates of birth if there are relevant keywords anywhere in the
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location. This is useful for lists of dates as you might see in an Excel file, where you might want every single
occurrence of a date found. Select this checkbox to match every date in the file if a keyword exists any-
where in the location.

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Dates of Birth from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the toolbar, then
selectManage AnyFind... and select Dates of Birth from the dropdown or select Preferences in the
Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Dates of Birth from the dropdown.

Specifying Dates for Searching for Dates of Birth

The Search for Dates of Birth Within a Specified Range setting allows you to specify when Spirion will
find numeric dates of birth with AnyFind. Spirion will find numeric dates of birth between the Start and End
dates you provide.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Dates of Birth from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the toolbar, then
selectManage AnyFind... and select Dates of Birth from the dropdown or select Preferences in the
Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Dates of Birth from the dropdown.

Requiring States When Searching Driver Licenses

The Always Require State Name or Abbreviation Near License Number setting allows you to specify
when Spirion will find driver licenses with AnyFind. When Spirion encounters a driver license it will validate
whether there is also a state name or abbreviation near it. This option can help reduce false positives.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Driver Licenses from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the toolbar,
then selectManage AnyFind... and select Driver Licenses from the dropdown or select Preferences in
the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Driver Licenses from the dropdown.

Specifying States for Searching Driver Licenses

The Restrict Your Search to Include or Exclude Specified States setting allows you to filter which
states Spirion will search for Driver Licenses. By default Spirion will find any but you can either require your
range to include specific states or exclude specific states.
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To manage which states are filtered, press the Manage button and the Manage Driver License State Fil-
ters dialog will pop up. Select the states from the dropdown list and press the Add button. When the list is
complete you can choose whether Spirion will Include all those states in its requirement or Exclude all
those states. By default the list is an Include list but choose the radio button you prefer. When finished
press OK.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Driver Licenses from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the toolbar,
then selectManage AnyFind... and select Driver Licenses from the dropdown or select Preferences in
the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Driver Licenses from the dropdown.

Specifying Area Codes and Exchanges When Searching Phone Numbers

The Restrict Your Search to Include or Exclude Area Codes and Exchanges setting allows you to fil-
ter which area codes and exchanges Spirion will search for Phone Numbers. By default Spirion will find any
but you can either require your range to include specific area codes and exchanges or exclude specific area
codes and exchanges.

To manage which states are filtered, press the Manage button and the Manage Phone Numbers Filters
dialog will pop up. Enter the area codes and optionally the exchanges and press the Add button. When the
list is complete you can choose whether Spirion will Include all those numbers in its requirement or
Exclude all those numbers. By default the list is an Include list but choose the radio button you prefer.
When finished press OK.

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Phone Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the toolbar,
then selectManage AnyFind... and select Phone Numbers from the dropdown or select Preferences in
the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Phone Numbers from the dropdown.
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Specifying Domains When Searching E-Mail Addresses

The Restrict Your Search to the Following Domains setting allows you to filter which Internet domains
Spirion will search for E-Mail Addresses. By default Spirion will find any but you can either require your
range to include specific domains or exclude specific domains.

There are three options:

l Only Common Domains (this is the default option): Spirion will search only for common
domains. These include biz, com, edu, gov, mil, net, and org domains.

l Custom Domain List: Spirion will include or exclude the custom domains list you have selected when
searching for e-mail address identities.

l All Domains: Spirion will search for all e-mail addresses regardless of domain.

To manage which domains are filtered, press the Manage button and the Manage E-Mail Address
Domain Filters dialog will pop up. Enter the Internet domains and press the Add button. Domains can be
any level of depth so you can enter us.spirion.com, spirion.com, or .com. When the list is complete you can
choose whether Spirion will Include all those domains in its requirement or Exclude all those domains. By
default the list is an Include list but choose the radio button you prefer. When finished press OK. If you
would like to restore to the default domain list, press the Restore button.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
E-Mail Addresses from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the toolbar,
then selectManage AnyFind... and select E-Mail Addresses from the dropdown or select Preferences in
the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select E-Mail Addresses from the dropdown.

Specifying States When Searching Personal Addresses

The Restrict Your Search to Include or Exclude Specified States setting allows you to filter which
states Spirion will search for Personal Addresses. By default Spirion will find any but you can either require
your range to include specific states or exclude specific states.
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To manage which states are filtered, press the Manage button and the Manage Personal Address State
Filters dialog will pop up. Select the states from the dropdown list and press the Add button. When the list
is complete you can choose whether Spirion will Include all those states in its requirement or Exclude all
those states. By default the list is an Include list but choose the radio button you prefer. When finished
press OK.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Personal Addresses from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the tool-
bar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Personal Addresses from the dropdown or select Prefer-
ences in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Personal Addresses from the dropdown.

Specifying Zip Codes When Searching Personal Addresses

The Restrict Your Search to Include or Exclude Specified Zip Codes setting allows you to filter which
postal zip codes Spirion will search for Personal Addresses. By default Spirion will find any but you can
either require your range to include specific zip codes or exclude specific zip codes.
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To manage which zip codes are filtered, press the Manage button and the Manage Personal Address Zip
Code Filters dialog will pop up. Enter the five digit postal zip codes and press the Add button. When the list
is complete you can choose whether Spirion will Include all those zip codes in its requirement or Exclude
all those zip codes. By default the list is an Include list but choose the radio button you prefer. When fin-
ished press OK.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Personal Addresses from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the tool-
bar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Personal Addresses from the dropdown or select Prefer-
ences in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Personal Addresses from the dropdown.

Matching Every 9 Digit Number as a Passport Number When Location Contains Key-
word

The Match Every 9 Digit Number as a Passport Number When Location Contains Keyword setting
allows you to specify that Spirion should consider every 9-digit number in a location to be a Passport Num-
ber if that location contains a keyword indicating that the are passport numbers. By default, a passport
keyword such as "passport" must be located near a 9-digit number before that number is considered a
match. For some locations, such as spreadsheets that contain a single keyword as a column header, you
may want all the 9-digit numbers in that file to appear as passport results
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Passport Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the toolbar,
then selectManage AnyFind... and select Passport Numbers from the dropdown or select Preferences
in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Passport Numbers from the dropdown.

Allowing Additional Keywords to be used for Passport Number Validation

The Allow Additional Keywords to be Used for Validation setting allows you to expand the list of valid
keywords to use when matching Passport Numbers. By default, the word "passport" is required to validate a
passport number. Enable this setting to expand the validation to include other keywords such as "nation-
ality".
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select Pass-
port Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the toolbar, then
selectManage AnyFind... and select Passport Numbers from the dropdown or select Preferences in the
Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Passport Numbers from the dropdown.

Using Additional Custom Keywords for Passport Number Validation

The Use Additional Custom Keywords for Validation setting allows any custom keywords you have
added to be used in addition to the built-in AnyFind keywords when finding passports. When enabled, the
Select button is enabled to allow you to add additional, custom keywords to use during the Passport Number
search. When enabled, Spirion will find a Passport number if it is near the word "Passport", a built-in
AnyFind keyword. To find 9-digit numbers as passport numbers near words that you specify, such as "Nation-
alID", add them to the list.
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Adding Custom Keywords

You may specify custom keywords by pressing the Select button. When you click the Select button, the Add
Custom Keywords to AnyFind Passport dialog box will appear to let you add additional custom
keywords to use when finding Passport numbers.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Passport Numbers from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the toolbar,
then selectManage AnyFind... and select Passport Numbers from the dropdown or select Preferences
in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Passport Numbers from the dropdown.

Requiring SSN for Health Information

The Social Security Number setting requires that the location contain a Social Security Number for the loc-
ation to be considered a match.

A Health Information result is either an SSN or an MRN (Medical Record Number), specified as a regular
expression. By default, an SSN must be matched as part of Health Information and that SSN will be returned
as the match in the results. To disable the use of SSN as the match type for Health Information, disable this
setting by removing the check from the check box. When disabled, it is necessary to enable the Medical
Record Number regular expression type for Health Information and specify a valid regular expression or no
Health Information results will be found.

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Health Information from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the tool-
bar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Health Information from the dropdown or select Prefer-
ences in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Health Information from the dropdown.
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Requiring Medical Record Number for Health Information

A Health Information result is either an SSN or an MRN (Medical Record Number), specified as a regular
expression. The Medical Record Number setting requires that the location contain a Medical Record Num-
ber for the location to be considered a match. When SSN is disabled and this setting is enabled, the MRN will
be returned as the match in the results. When SSN is enabled, an MRN can also be required. To require an
MRN to be matched when using Health Information, place a check mark in the box and enter a regular
expression (the SSN will be returned as the result.)

Additional validation with a DEA, NPI and a Dictionary can be optionally required in order to consider an the
SSN or MRN as a result.

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Health Information from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the tool-
bar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Health Information from the dropdown or select Prefer-
ences in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Health Information from the dropdown.

Requiring DEA (Drug Enforcement Agency) Number for Health Information

A Health Information result is either an SSN or an MRN (specified as a regular expression). In order to con-
sider that SSN or MRN as a result, additional validation can be optionally required. The Drug Enforcement
Agency (DEA) Number setting requires that the location contain a DEA number for the location to be con-
sidered a match. Selection of SSN or MRN is required for this setting to have any effect.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Health Information from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the tool-
bar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Health Information from the dropdown or select Prefer-
ences in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Health Information from the dropdown.

Requiring National Provider Identifier (NPI) Number for Health Information

A Health Information result is either an SSN or an MRN (specified as a regular expression). In order to con-
sider that SSN or MRN as a result, additional validation can be optionally required. The National Provider
Identifier (NPI) Number setting requires that the location contain an NPI number for the location to be
considered a match. Selection of SSN or MRN is required for this setting to have any effect.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Health Information from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the tool-
bar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Health Information from the dropdown or select Prefer-
ences in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Health Information from the dropdown.

Requiring A Dictionary for Health Information

A Health Information results is either an SSN or an MRN (specified as a regular expression). In order to con-
sider that SSN or MRN as a result, additional validation can be optionally required. The Use this dictionary
setting requires that the location contain words within the dictionary that you specify for the location to be
considered a match. Selection of SSN or MRN is required for this setting to have any effect.
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To add a dictionary, click the Browse... button next to the Use this dictionary setting and navigate to the
desired dictionary.

Dictionaries are plain text files that use the following format:

[HEADER]

Name=

blank

[WORDS]

any words you want

Here is an example:

[HEADER]

Name=DescriptiveName

[WORDS]

james

john

robert
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michael

mary

william

david

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar then select AnyFind and select
Health Information from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click the Data Types button on the tool-
bar, then selectManage AnyFind... and select Health Information from the dropdown or select Prefer-
ences in the Spirionmenu and select AnyFind and then select Health Information from the dropdown.

File Types Preferences

In this article

l File Types Preferences Page
l Specifying File Types to Search
l Managing the Custom File Type List
l Including Compressed Files
l Searching Locally Mounted Volumes
l Searching Remote Volumes
l Enabling Advanced File Identification
l Search the Following File Data

File Types Preferences Page

The File Types preferences page allows you to view and manage file types and options for Spirion. To open
or modify these options, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and select File Types from the menu
on the top.

The following options are available:

l Specifying File Types to Search
l Managing the Custom File Type List
l Including Compressed Files
l Searching Locally Mounted Volumes
l Searching Remote Volumes
l Enabling Advanced File Identification
l Search the Following File Data
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Specifying File Types to Search

The Search the Following File Types setting allows you to let Spirion search Only Common File Types,
Search All Files, or search a Custom File Type List:

l Only Common File Types (this is the default option): This option will perform the quickest
search while also searching the files on your computer most likely to contain personal information.
When this option is selected, Spirion will search though text files, Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Power
Point) files, Adobe Acrobat files, and rich text files. Even if your computer has the ability to search
metadata stored within a file such as when a photo was taken for a jpg file or the artist information in
an mp3 file, that information will not be searched when this option is selected.

l All Filterable: This option searches through all files that your computer has the ability to search via
an internal Spirion filter or via a Mac Spotlight plugin. When this option is selected, Spirion will search
all common file types plus any other file type for which you have installed a Spotlight plugin. For
example, if your camera software installed the ability for Mac to read information from a jpg file about
when a photo was taken or a drawing program installed the ability for Mac to read the text from
shapes and other visual elements, then that information will also be searched.

l Custom File Type List: This option allows you to select the files that Spirion will search. For more
information, please see Manage Custom File Type List.

l All but Common Binary: This option searches all files except for common binary files. Common bin-
ary file types include application, system and multimedia files (e.g. exe, dll, mp3) that are unlikely to
contain sensitive information. When you select this option and click the 'Manage' button, any file exten-
sion that contains a checkmark will be excluded from the search. For a full list of binary files that com-
monly contain no text, please see Binary Files That Do Not Commonly Contain Text.
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l Search All Files: This option is the most comprehensive (and therefore slowest) option because
Spirion will search all file types either using a Spotlight Plugin, if one exists, or text extraction, if one
does not. No matter what type of file or what the file is named, when this option is selected, Spirion
will search inside of it.

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click File Types.
Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and click File Types.

Managing the Custom File Type List

The Custom File Type List setting allows Spirion to search only the file types you specify. To open or
modify these options, use the Specifying File Types to Search feature by clicking the Preferences button on
the toolbar and selecting File Types. Then choose the Custom File Type List radio button and click the
Manage button.
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When you click the Manage button, the Manage Custom File Types dialog box will appear to let you
select which file types you would like to search in your computer. This list is automatically generated by the
Mac OS and cannot be edited. However you may choose which file types to search by simply clicking the
checkbox to the left of each type listed.
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The File Type List can be behave as an Include list or an Exclude list. This means that Spirion will search
all file types with a check, if you have the Include radio button selected. However, Spirion will search every
file on your computer except the ones with a check, if you have the Exclude radio button selected.

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and click File Types then
choose the Custom File Type List radio button and click the Manage button. Alternatively, you can select
Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select File Types then choose the Custom File Type List radio but-
ton and click the Manage button.

Including Compressed Files

You can enable searching for Compressed Files by clicking the Preferences button on the toolbar and select
File Types from the menu on the top. Then click the Include Compressed Files checkbox. Compressed
files are archives that contain additional files. Spirion will search for compressed files in the File Location
you specify. This setting is enabled by default.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click File Types.
Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and click File Types.

Searching Locally Mounted Volumes

The Include Locally Mounted Volumes When Searching Entire Computer setting allows you to let
Spirion search all locally mounted volumes, such as a USB drive or an external drive connected to your com-
puter. This option is independent of the Specifying File Types to Search options. This option is enabled by
default.
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Note: This setting only applies when the search is configured to search "My Computer".

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click File Types.
Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and click File Types.

Searching Remote Volumes

The Include Remote Volumes When Searching Entire Computer setting allows you to let Spirion
search all network locations mounted. This option is independent of the Specifying File Types to Search
options. If this checkbox does not appear, then your license does not include the ability to search remote
machines.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click File Types.
Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and click File Types.

Enabling Advanced File Identification

The Enable Advanced File Identification setting allows you to specify the method to use for advanced
file type identification. Advanced File Identification (commonly referred to as magic numbers) enables
Spirion to use the header information within a file to determine its type rather than relying on the file's exten-
sion. When disabled, the file extension will be used to determine file types. When enabled, the following
options are available:

l E-Mail Attachment Compressed Files: Enables the feature only for E-mail attachments to detect if
attachments are compressed files and then search them as compressed files. This is a common fea-
ture because zip files and other compressed files are commonly renamed when sending e-mails to cir-
cumvent server restrictions.

l Include File Types: Enables the feature for all included files, as specified under, "Search the fol-
lowing file types." For any file type specified for the search, that file will be analyzed.

l All Files: Enables the feature for every file searched.

TheWhen Identification Fails, Perform Text/Strings Extraction setting is a catch all that allows
Spirion to extract any text from a file that cannot be identified so that any clear text will be searched for per-
sonal information.
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When the Skip Binary Files That Commonly Contain No Text setting is enabled, Spirion will not search
binary file types that do not commonly contain any text. For the full list of files that will be skipped when this
setting is enabled, refer to the Binary Files That Do Not Commonly Contain Text topic.

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and click File Types. Altern-
atively, you can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select File Types.

Search the Following File Data

The Search the Following File Data setting allows you to enable or disable one or more of the file data
analysis types when searching files. Click the Manage button to bring up the list of File Data analysis types
from which to choose.
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You have the ability to configure Spirion to perform the following types of file analysis:

l Analyze File Content - Default search to look through all data within a file for sensitive data. Note: Ana-
lyze File Content is enabled by default and represents the behavior of search prior to version 8.0.

l Compare File Hashes - Search a representation of a file regardless of name or location. When this set-
ting is enabled, the search may take a longer time to complete as comparing file hashes is a more
involved process. Note: It is not possible to get a file hash match on compressed files or access data-
bases.

l Analyze File Names - Search for sensitive data within file names.
l Analyze File Metadata - Search for sensitive data within the metadata of Office and PDF files.
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Note: If all four file data search options are unchecked, then no searching of files will be performed. The
behavior will be the same as if Enable File Search on the File button were disabled.

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click File Types.
Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and click File Types.

E-Mail Preferences

In this article

l E-Mail Preferences Page
l Searching Mozilla Thunderbird for Personal Information
l Searching MBOX Files for Personal Information
l Specifying Files to Search as MBOX Files

E-Mail Preferences Page

The following options are available:

l Searching Mozilla Thunderbird for Personal Information
l Searching MBOX Files for Personal Information
l Specifying Files to Search as MBOX Files
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Searching Mozilla Thunderbird for Personal Information

The Search Mozilla Thunderbird setting will enable Spirion to search for personal information within your
local Thunderbird profiles and folders.

To view or change this setting, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click E-Mails. Altern-
atively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select E-Mails

Searching MBOX Files For Personal Information

The Search the Specified Files and Folders as MBOX Files setting will enable Spirion to search for per-
sonal information within the specified MBOX files and folders. You can select specific files or all files within
specific folders by pressing the Select button.
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The Select MBOX Files and Folders dialog will appear. You can enter a specific file in the Select File
field or you can enter a specific folder in the Select Folder field then click the Add button. If you specify a
folder, Spirion will attempt to search all files within that folder and its sub-folders as if they were MBOX
formatted mail files.
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You can also configure Spirion to Specify file types to Search as MBOX files.

To view or change this setting, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click E-Mails. Altern-
atively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select E-Mails

Specifying files to Search as MBOX Files

The Search the Specified File Extensions as MBOX Files setting will search any file with the specified
extensions as if they were MBOX formatted mail files.

You can have Spirion search for MBOX files in two ways:

l Only When Found During File Search: Spirion will search any MBOX file that it encounters when it
is searching for files. File searching must be turned on.

l Whenever Located in Specified File Locations (Even When File Search Off): Spirion will
search for MBOX files in the specified locations even though File searching is turned off.
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Click the Manage button to open the Specify MBOX File Extensions dialog. Enter the file type extensions
that you want to search as MBOX files. Any file with these extensions will be searched as if they are properly
formatted MBOX mail files.

You can also configure Spirion to Search MBOX Files for Personal Information.
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To view or change this setting, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then click E-Mails. Altern-
atively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select E-Mails

Folders Preferences

In this article

l Folders Preferences Page
l Managing the Custom
Folders List

Folders Preferences Page

The Custom Folders preferences page allows you to view and manage the Custom Folder list. To open or
modify these options, either click the Preferences button on the toolbar, and select Folders from the menu
on the top or select Preferences... in the Spirionmenu. You can also click the Files button on the toolbar,
and select File Locations and then Custom...

The following settings are available:

l Managing the Custom Folders List
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Managing the Custom Folders List

The Include or Exclude the Following Folders When Searching setting allows you to specify unique
folders to search for sensitive data. To search a custom folder you must enter a folder path to search or click
the ... button to browse for one. Click the Add button to add the folder to the Custom Folder Location list.
For each folder you select, all of its files and subfolders will be searched. You may add as many additional
folders as you wish. If you would like to specify the folder as an exclusion, click the Add as Exclusion
checkbox. This will prevent Spirion from searching that specific folder's files and all of its subfolders. A com-
mon folder to exclude might be /System/.

The Custom Folders list also supports the use of a wildcard (*) for a folder path when specifying folders to
include or exclude from the search.

If /Users were added as a folder to include and it was desirable to exclude all the Downloads folders under
each user, you can add /Users/*/Downloads as a folder to exclude from the search. At the start of the
search, all of the subfolders under /Users will be enumerated and each one with a Downloads folder would
have that path added to the list of folders to exclude. Therefore, /Users/user1/Downloads and all folders
under that would not be searched while /Users/user1/Desktop would be searched.

Note: The asterisk (*) needs to be in the path, not at the end. If the asterisk (*) is the trailing character in a
path it will not work. You can include the asterisk (*) at the end if it is followed by a slash (/) character. i.e.
/Users/Shared/*/

You may also add a bare folder name in the custom folder list as an exclusion. Whenever that folder name is
encountered, it will be skipped as if the full path were in the list. For example, if you add Help as an exclu-
sion, the folders /Users/user1/Help, /Users/user1/Desktop/Help, /Users/user1/Documents/PDF/Help and all
of the folders beneath those folders will not be searched. Bare folder names can only be used as an exclu-
sion and cannot be used to specify folders to include in the search.

All the information you enter will be saved to your Profile. Your changes will be automatically saved when
you click OK or Apply. If this option is selected, the Custom... menu item on the File Locations submenu
of the Files button will be checked.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select Folders. Altern-
atively, you can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select Folders.

Custom Type Preferences

In this article

l View and Manage your Custom Types
l Including Keywords and Phrases When Searching for Custom Types
l Including Regular Expressions When Searching for Custom Types
l Including Dictionaries When Searching for Custom Types

View and Manage your Custom Types

The Custom Type Settings pages allow you to specify keywords, regular expressions or dictionaries to
add specific information to the search. To open or modify these settings, click the Preferences button on
the toolbar, then select the Custom Types button.

The following settings are available

l Including Keywords and Phrases When Searching for Custom Types
l Including Regular Expressions When Searching for Custom Types
l Including Dictionaries When Searching for Custom Types
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Including Keywords and Phrases When Searching for Custom Types

The Include the Following Keywords and Phrases in the Search setting allows you to specify any
keywords or phrases to include in the search. Spirion will look for any exact matches to your keywords
without regard to context. For example, if you added the keyword "to" (without the quotes), you would
receive results matching the "to" in, for example, to, town, into, and altogether. If you want to ensure that
there are, for example, spaces before and after the keyword, you can include those spaces by typing " to "
(without the quotes), but you will have much greater control by using Regular Expressions.

Note: Keywords are case sensitive. If you would like to search for a case insensitive keyword (for example
to match to, To, TO and tO in the example above), you can add "to" (without the quotes) as a Regular Expres-
sion.
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The Keyword Name is required and displays in the console in the Custom Type Name column on the Res-
ults tab and the Custom Type Name column of a report for results matching the Keyword.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then select Custom Types.
Alternatively, you can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select Custom Types. For additional
information on Custom Types please refer to Searching with Custom Types.

Including Regular Expressions When Searching for Custom Types

The Include the Following Regular Expressions in the Search setting allows you to specify any reg-
ular expressions (RegEx) to include in the search. Regular Expressions allow you to search for patterns such
as a sequence of digits, a word surrounded by white space and even complex formatted strings. Spirion uses
the Perl regular expression syntax from the boost libraries.

For example, to search for 2 digits followed by a dash followed by 4 digits, you could add the RegEx:

\d{2}-\d{4}

This would match 43-5343 and 56-2313 but would also match within 35435-324322 and return the result 35-
3243. To not match the latter case, you could enhance the expression to require leading and trailing white
space:

\s\d{2}-\d{4}\s
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Note: Regular expressions are case insensitive. If you would like to search for a case sensitive keyword (for
example to match to but not To, TO or tO), you can add "to" (without the quotes) as a Keyword.

The RegEx Name is required and displays in the console in the Custom Type Name column on the Results
tab and the Custom Type Name column of a report for results matching the RegEx.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then select Custom Types.
Alternatively, you can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select Custom Types. For additional
information on Custom Types please refer to Searching with Custom Types.

Including Dictionaries When Searching for Custom Types

The Include the Following Dictionaries in the Search setting allows Spirion to search for words within
dictionaries that you specify. To add dictionaries to the list, click the ... button next to the Add Dictionary
field and navigate to the desired dictionary or type the full path to the dictionary file and click Add. Please
see below for the require dictionary file format.
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The Require matches in at least this many dictionaries setting specifies the minimum number of dic-
tionaries to consider all of the dictionary matches as part of the results for that location. A value of 1 spe-
cifies that at least one of the dictionaries must match to be included in the results. To require a higher
minimum, specify the number in this setting. Setting the value to 0 will disable this check. e.g. If you set this
value to 2 and you have three dictionaries configured as part of the custom type search, then the location
must contain matches from at least two of the dictionaries to be considered a match. The default value is 1.
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When using the Require matches in at least this many dictionaries setting, the Required checkbox
allows you to specify the dictionaries that are required. For example, if there are 5 dictionaries specified,
Require matches in at least this many dictionaries is set to 3 and no dictionaries are specified as
required, matches from any 3 of the 5 configured dictionaries will satisfy the Required and all of the dic-
tionary matches in the location will be returned as results. Using all of the criteria above, but specifying a dic-
tionary as required will require at least one match for that specific dictionary and then and 2 of the
remaining 4.
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Dictionaries are plain text files that use the following format:

[HEADER]

Name=

blank

[WORDS]

any words you want

Here is an example:

[HEADER]

Name=DescriptiveName

[WORDS]

james

john

robert

michael
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mary

william

david

Note: Dictionary words may only contain English alphabetic characters [A-Za-z], numbers [0-9], and peri-
ods [.]. A period anywhere except at the end of the word. Users of the DLP Enterprise Console can customize
the valid character set.

Note: The file encoding needs to be in UTF-8 or ASCII.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Preferences button on the toolbar, then select Custom Types.
Alternatively, you can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select Custom Types. For additional
information on Custom Types please refer to Searching with Custom Types.

Ignore Preferences

In this article

l Ignore Preferences Page
l Specifying Matches and Locations to Ignore When Searching

Ignore Preferences Page

The Ignore preferences page allows you to view and manage the Ignore List. To open or modify these
options, either click the Preferences button on the toolbar, and select Ignore from the menu on the top or
select Preferences... in the Spirionmenu. You can also click the Ignore button on the toolbar and then
select the Manage 'Ignore List'... option.

The following settings are available:

l Specifying Matches and Locations to Ignore When Searching
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Specifying Matches and Locations to Ignore When Searching

The Ignore the Following Matches and Locations When Searching setting allows you to manually
provide personal information or computer locations to exclude from searches. For example, Spirion may
uncover a sample credit card number inside a temporary Internet file or a public password you do not want
to secure. Additionally, if you want to exclude a single file from all searches, this is the only way to do so
within Spirion. The Ignore List can contain a list of Locations on your computer and Data Types. This is sim-
ilar to an approved exceptions list because Spirion will never report results if they are in your Ignore List.
You can securely save this information across sessions of Spirion within your Profile.

To add a unique match to ignore, select the Data Type from the Ignore Match dropdown box. Then enter
your personal information in the field to its right. It is important for you to enter the information exactly as
you wish Spirion to ignore it. Once you have entered the appropriate match information, click the Add button
and it will appear in the Ignore List.

To add a file location to ignore, select the ... button. This button will open a dialog box that allows you to
select any file on your computer. After navigating to your desired location, click the Open button and the full
path to your selected file will be displayed. Once you have selected a file location to ignore, click the Add but-
ton and it will appear in the Ignore List.

To ignore a file regardless of the location in which it is found, enter just the file name. i.e. bills.docx.
Whenever that file name is encountered, it will be skipped as if the full path were in the list.
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To add a pattern to ignore, select the Data Type from the Ignore Match dropdown box. Then enter the pat-
tern in the field to its right. Then check the Pattern checkbox and click Add. The Pattern checkbox allows you
to use a Regular Expression to match search results rather than matching a specific value as above. For
example, if you have sample forms on your computer that use many different placeholders for completing
Social Security forms, but they all begin with 123-12, you could add the pattern ^123\-12 as a Social Secur-
ity Number pattern and prevent them from being displayed in the search results.
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To remove a location or multiple locations, highlight them and click the Remove button. The Remove All
button clears the entire list.

To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar. and then select Ignore. Altern-
atively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu and select Ignore.

Logging Preferences

In this article

l Logging Preferences Page
l Enabling Logging
l Specifying File Formats When Saving Logs
l Specifying Information to Log

Logging Preferences Page

The Logging preferences page allows you to change the options for logging Spirion activity. To open or
modify these options, either click the Preferences button on the toolbar, and select Logging from the
menu on the top or select Preferences... in the Spirionmenu.

The following settings are available:

l Enabling Logging
l Specifying File Formats When Saving Logs
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l Specifying Information to Log

Enabling Logging

The Enable Logging setting allows Spirion to record detailed information about your search in a log file. A
file is created in the Logs subfolder of your user's Spirion local application data folder (i.e., ~/Library/Ap-
plication Support/Identity Finder/Identity Finder Mac Edition/logs/) with the name IDF_DATE_TIME.log. The
logs provide you with information for the specific categories that you specify. You can choose to enable or
disable logging and the folder where the log will be stored. To reset the log file location to the default, press
the Use Default button.

By default, all logs will be kept until they are manually deleted or the Clear Logs button is used. To specify
a maximum number of logs to keep, enable the setting Keep a maximum of this many logs and set the
counter to the desired number of logs.

By default, all logs will be kept until they are manually deleted or the Clear Logs button is used. To auto-
matically delete old logs, enable the setting On exit, automatically delete logs older than this many
days and set the counter to the desired number of days.

If you want to delete all contents of the log folder you have specified, click the Clear Logs button.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select Logging and
select General from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu then
select Loggingand select General from the dropdown.

Specifying File Formats When Saving Logs

The File Formats for Saving Logs setting allows Spirion to record detailed information about your search
in a log file. You can choose whether to create a new log for each search or to append information to the pre-
vious log file. The file may be tab separated, comma separated, or fixed width.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select Logging and
select General from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu then
select Loggingand select General from the dropdown.

Specifying Information to Log

The Information to Include in Logs setting allows Spirion to record detailed information about your
search in a log file.

You can also select what types of information you want logged to your file:

l Locations Searched
l Locations Containing Matches
l Secure Items Skipped
l Actions & Messages
l Errors
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select Logging and
select General from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can select Preferences in the Spirionmenu then
select Loggingand select General from the dropdown.

What Are Locations Searched?

When you enable logging, you have the ability to log Locations Searched. Locations Searched are each
location on your computer that Spirion has searched, regardless of whether or not it contained a match.
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What Are Locations Containing Matches?

When you enable logging, you have the ability to log Locations Containing Matches. Locations Con-
taining Matches are each location on your computer that Spirion has searched that contained a match.
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What Are Encrypted Items Skipped?

When you enable logging, you have the ability to log Encrypted Items Skipped. Encrypted Items
Skipped are locations on your computer that Spirion did not search because they were already secured with
encryption.
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What Are Actions &Messages?

When you enable logging, you have the ability to log Actions & Messages. Actions are user actions such
as shred, Redact, secure, quarantine, recycle or ignore. Messages can include things such as the start and
end of a search, the number of locations searched and the number of data matches that were found.
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What Are Errors?

When you enable logging, you have the ability to log Errors. Error messages are any unexpected condition
that Spirion encountered and can range form a user action that failed to execute to being unable to read the
contents of a file.
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Resources Preferences

In this article

l Resources Prefer-
ences Page

l Viewing License
Information

l Spirion Help

Resources Preferences Page

The Resources preferences page displays details about your Spirion license information such as who it is
registered to, version information, when it expires, and to which modules you have access.  To open, click
the Preferences button on the toolbar and select Resources page from the menu on the top.

The following sections are available:

l Viewing License Information
l Spirion Help
l Advanced Resources
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Viewing License Information

The License Information displays details about your Spirion license such as who it is registered to, when it
expires, and to which modules you have access.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select Resources and
select License from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu then
select Resources and select License from the dropdown.

Spirion Help

The Spirion Help setting allows you to specify the location of Spirion's help files and user guide. By default,
when you view help from within the application, the online version of the page located at www.Spirion.com
will be displayed. This configuration allows you to always see the latest help content. If you would like to
view the help locally or on a web server provided by your organization, you may change this option.

You can Specify the location of the help files and user guide by selecting one of the following options:

l Online: The full URL to the root of the help files located on a website. This is the default setting.
l Local: The full path to a local or remote folder location that contains the help files. If you download
the help from our website to use locally, enter the full path to the location in which you have unzipped
the help content.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select Resources and
select License from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu then
select Resources and select License from the dropdown.

Collecting Diagnostic Data for Technical Support

The Collect diagnostic data for technical support feature provides a way for you to quickly and easily
gather log, policy, profile and configuration information to send to the customer support team, if you exper-
ience an issue and that information is requested. After clicking, "Gather Data", you will be prompted for a loc-
ation to save a compressed zip file with the relevant information. You may review this information before
providing it to the support team to ensure that no confidential information has been collected. As necessary,
attach the file to a new or existing support ticket.
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To view or change these settings, click the Preferences button on the toolbar and then select Resources and
select License from the dropdown. Alternatively, you can click Preferences in the Spirionmenu then select
Resources and select License from the dropdown.
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Licensing, Support, and Other Information
In This Chapter

License Agreement

Contacting Spirion for Support

Submitting Feedback to Spirion Team

Benefits

Command Line Parameters

Finding Sensitive Data with Regular Expressions

Troubleshooting

License Agreement

For the most up to date end user license agreement, please visit http://www.spiri-
on.com/support/licensing.html

Contacting Spirion for Support

If you need support or have a question you can always e-mail us. Additionally, the Spirion team is
extremely grateful to our large customer base for all their feedback. Whether you have an improvement
you would like us to make or want to share your experience, we always read and respond to your E-Mails in
a timely manner.

Please submit all feedback by visiting: http://support.spirion.com

Submitting Feedback to the Spirion Team

If you need support or have a question you can always e-mail us. Additionally, the Spirion team is
extremely grateful to our large customer base for all their feedback. Whether you have an improvement
you would like us to make or want to share your experience, we always read and respond to your E-Mails in
a timely manner.

Please submit all feedback by visiting: http://support.Spirion.com

Benefits

Quickly search your files, E-Mails and system areas:

Spirion uses proprietary search algorithms to uncover multiple variations of specific types of personally iden-
tifiable information such as social security numbers and credit card numbers. Areas searched include your
home and office files; compressed files; E-Mails and attachments and more.

Binary Files That Do Not Commonly Contain Text

The full list of binary files that commonly contain no text are noted below.

2sf, 3dm, 3dmf, 3ds, 3dv, 3gp, 8bf, a, aac, aaf, abf, ac, ace, acq, act, adf, adz, afm, ahk, ai, aiff, als, alz,
amf, amr, an8, ani, aoi, ape, apk, app, arc, arj, art, as, ase, asf, ast, asx, at3, au, au3, aup, avchd, avi,
awg, b3d, ba, bac, band, bas, bat, bdf, big, bik, bin, bke, bkf, bkr, blend, block, blp, bmf, bpl, brstm, bundle,
bw, c4, c4d, cab, cal3d, cals, cam, ccp4, cdda, cdr, cel, cfl, cfwb, cgm, cit, class, cmd, cmx, cob, coff, cof-
fee, com, core3d, cpr, cpt, css, ctm, cur, cust, cut, cwp, d64, daa, dae, dat, dcu, dds, ddz, deb, dff, dib,
djvu, dll, dms, dol, dpm, drm, dsf, dsh, dsk, dts, dwd, dxf, e2d, ear, ebuild, ecab, edf, eea, egg, egt, elf,
emf, ep, eps, erb, ess, exe, exif, ezip, fact, fbx, fcp, fef, fla, flac, flr, flv, fnt, fon, fond, g, gdf, gho, ghs,
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glm, gms, gpl, grf, gsf, gsm, gym, hdd, hta, ibi, ici, icns, ico, iff, ilbm, img, imovieproj, int, ipg, irock, iso,
it, itcl, jam, jar, jas, jfif, jng, jps, js, jsfl, la, lbm, lbr, lha, lqr, lua, lwo, lws, lxo, ly, lz, lzh, lzip, lzma, lzo,
lzx, m, m1vmpeg-1, m2vmpeg-2, m3u, m4a, m4p, m4v, ma, mach-o, mb, mbw, md2, md3, mds, mdx,
mesh, mfer, mgf, mid, miff, minipsf, mkv, mm3d, mmr, mng, mod, mov, mp1, mp2, mp3, mp4, mpc, mpe,
mpeg, mpg, mpo, mpq, mrc, mscz, msp, mswmm, mt2, mus, musicxml, mxf, ncf, nif, niff, nitf, nlm, npr,
nrg, nsf, nsv, nth, nut, nvram, o, obj, ocx, odg, off, ogg, omf, optimfrog, ota, otf, ots, pac, pak, pal, par2,
parchive, pbm, pc1, pc2, pc3, pcf, pct, pdd, pdn, pfa, pfb, pfm, pgm, php, php2, php3, php4, php5, php6, pi1,
pi2, pi3, pict, pk3, pk4, pl, pls, pm, pnm, pns, pov, ppj, ppm, prc, ps1, ps1xml, psb, psc1, psd, psd1, psf,
psf2, psflib, psm1, psp, ptb, pvs, px, pxr, py, pyc, pyo, qfx, qsf, r, ra, ram, raw, rb, rdp, rgb, rka, rle, rm,
rmj, roq, rwx, s1es, s3m, sav, scp-ecg, scpt, scptd, sct, sdi, sdl, sea, sen, ses, sfd, sfl, sgi, sh, shn, sia, sib,
sigif, sit, sitx, skb, skp, sldasm, sldprt, smd, smi, smp, snd, snf, sng, so, sol, spc, speex, ssf, std, stf, stl,
suf, svg, svi, swa, swf, sxd, syn, targz, tb, tcl, tdf, tfm, tga, tib, tlb, tta, ttf, txm, u3d, uha, usf, v2d, vap,
vbs, vbx, vdi, veg, vfd, vgm, vhd, viv, vmc, vmdk, vmem, vmsd, vmsn, vmss, vmtm, vmx, vmxf, voc, vol,
vox, vqf, vrml, vrml97, vsa, vsv, vtf, vud, vue, war, wav, wax, wings, wlmp, wma, wmf, wmv, wrap, wrl,
wv, x, x3d, xar, xbe, xbm, xcf, xcoff, xex, xm, xpi, xpl, xpm, xspf, ym, z3d, zoo, zpl.

Command Line Parameters

Spirion can be configured to run in an automated method using command line parameters. If you are using
an enterprise edition, more information is available in the Knowledge Base.

The following command line parameters are available:

Display the List of Command Line Parameters

For Version 9 and older:

"/Applications/Identity Finder.app/Contents/MacOS/Identity Finder” -h

"/Applications/Identity Finder.app/Contacts/MacOS/Identity Finder" --?

"/Applications/Identity Finder.app/Contacts/MacOS/Identity Finder" --help

For Version 10 and newer:

"/Applications/Spirion.app/Contents/MacOS/Spirion” -h

"/Applications/Spirion.app/Contacts/MacOS/Spirion" --?

"/Applications/Spirion.app/Contacts/MacOS/Spirion" --help

Run Spirion with a Configuration Settings File

To run with a configuration file rather than the settings stored in your plist, use the following:

For Version 9 and older:

"/Applications/Identity Finder.app/Contents/MacOS/Identity Finder” –-configurationfile=”/full path to/-
filename.xml”

For Version 10 and newer:

"/Applications/Spirion.app/Contents/MacOS/Spirion” –-configurationfile=”/full path to/filename.xml”

Run Spirion with Scheduled Task Settings

To run Spirion with scheduled task settings, use the following:

For Version 9 and older:
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"/Applications/Identity Finder.app/Contents/MacOS/Identity Finder” –-jobmode

For Version 10 and newer:

"/Applications/Spirion.app/Contents/MacOS/Spirion” –-jobmode

To schedule Spirion to run with your settings, schedule the following task to run:

For Version 9 and older:

"/Applications/Identity Finder.app/Contents/MacOS/Identity Finder” –-jobmode –-con-
figurationfile=”/full path to/filename.xml”

For Version 10 and newer:

"/Applications/Spirion.app/Contents/MacOS/Spirion” –-jobmode –-configurationfile=”/full path to/-
filename.xml”

Provide the Password to your Profile

To have Spirion read your encrypted Profile on startup with the supplied password, use the following:

For Version 9 and older:

"/Applications/Identity Finder.app/Contents/MacOS/Identity Finder” --profilepassword="myProfilepass"

For Version 10 and newer:

"/Applications/Spirion.app/Contents/MacOS/Spirion” --profilepassword="myProfilepass"

Finding Sensitive Data with Regular Expressions

Spirion uses the Perl regular expression syntax from the boost libraries. To create regular expressions and
have Spirion use them to find sensitive data, please refer to Searching with Custom Types and Regular
Expressions.

Frequently Asked Questions

In this article

l What are AnyFind Definitions?
l What is a Digital Shredder?
l What Information is Sent over Internet to Spirion Servers?
l How Frequently Should You Search Your Data?
l What are Encrypted Items Skipped?
l How do I choose Strong Passwords?

What are AnyFind Definitions?

AnyFind gives you the ability to automatically search for any Social Security Numbers, Debit and Credit Card
Numbers, Bank Accounts, and Passwords. You can even automatically find Tax File Numbers, Social Insur-
ance Numbers, National Insurance Numbers, and National Health Service Numbers. We are constantly
improving our AnyFind technology through AnyFind Definitions updates. The updates help improve your res-
ults by eliminating false positives while keeping true data matches.

AnyFind Definitions are updated each month so that you can easily and quickly download the latest search
algorithms and increase your accuracy of true positive data matches.

You can manually download the latest AnyFind definitions from here: https://www.spirion.com/anyfind-2/
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What is a Digital Shredder?

The shredder technology is based on the United States Department of Defense Directive 5220.22-M, which
provides baseline standards for the protection of classified information. It uses multiple levels of deletion so
that the file you delete may not be recovered, even by undelete programs. You can read more on the
Defense Technical Information Center PDF: http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/corres/pdf/522022m.pdf

What Information Is Sent To Spirion?

When you run Spirion for the first time and activate the software, your activation number is sent to Spirion's
activation server. This only occurs during activation. During registration, if you choose to enter your e-mail
address, name, and other contact information, it will be sent once during that process. During Check for
Updates, which is enabled by default, the version of Spirion you are running is sent to the server.

We do not collect personal information found by the software.

How Frequently Should You Search Your Data?

It is extremely important to run Spirion weekly to protect your identity, as during each week you are access-
ing the Internet, receiving E-Mails and modifying files.

How do I choose Strong Passwords?

Spirion provides you the ability to enforce good behavior and pick strong passwords. The guidance below is
helpful for choosing strong passwords:

A strong password is easy for you to remember but hard for someone else to guess and contains a mix of at
least uppercase letters, lowercase letters, and digits. Even stronger passwords may contain a symbol. A
password of six characters is sufficient, shorter passwords are easier to guess and longer passwords are
great as long as they are not too difficult for you to remember without writing it down.

Strong Passwords:

l Have upper and lower case letters.
l Have digits and/or punctuation characters.
l Are six characters long.
l Are easy for you to remember, so you will not be tempted to write them down.
l Can be typed quickly, so that someone else cannot look over your shoulder and learn it.

Stronger Passwords:

l Have both upper and lower case letters.
l Have digits and/or punctuation characters.
l Are eight characters long.
l Are easy for you to remember, so you will not be tempted to write them down.
l Can be typed quickly, so that someone else cannot look over your shoulder and learn it.

A strong password is not:

l Personal information such as your name, phone number, social security number, birth date or
address.

l Any word in the dictionary - in any language, or based closely on such a word (such as a word spelled
backwards).

l A word with letters simply replaced by digits. For example, P@ssw0rd is not a strong password.
l A sequence or repeated characters. "12345678," "222222," "abcdefg," or adjacent letters on your key-
board.
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Troubleshooting

In This Chapter

Spirion is Not Working Properly

Contacting Technical Support

Spirion is Not Working Properly

If Spirion encounters an error that it cannot recover from, you will probably see an error message. Please
report this to us by Contacting Technical Support.

Contacting Technical Support

You may contact technical support at any time to ask questions or provide comments. If Spirion did not com-
plete successfully, please email as much information about your search as possible and send your dmp
report, if there is one in your Identity Finder or Spirion folder. It does not contain any personal information.

Contact technical support by visiting: http://support.spirion.com
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